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Copyright © 2018 Xiamen MicroMatch Electronic 

Information Technology Co., Ltd. 

Any part of this manual, including text, pictures and images, belongs to 

Xiamen MicroMatch Electronic Information Technology Co., Ltd. or its 

subsidiaries (hereinafter referred to as "the Company" or "MicroMatch"). 

Without written permission, no company or person may extract, copy, 

translate or modify all or part of this Manual in any way. 

About this Manual 

The products described in this manual are only for sale and use in 

Mainland China. 

This manual is used as a guide. The photos, images, charts, illustrations, 

etc. provided in the manual are only for the purpose of explanation and 

explanation. There may be differences with specific products. Please take 

the matter as the standard. Due to the upgrade of this product version or 

other needs, the company may update this manual. If you need the latest 

version of the manual, please visit the company's official website 

(www.micromat.cc). 

Trademark Description 

 

It is a registered trademark of MicroMatch. Other trademarks 

covered in this manual are owned by their owners. 

Statement of Responsibility 

 To the maximum extent permitted by law, the products described in 

this manual (including their hardware, software, firmware, etc.) are 

provided "as is" and may have defects, errors or faults. The Company 

does not provide any form of express or implied warranties, including 
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but not limited to marketability, quality satisfaction, suitability for 

specific purposes, non-infringement of third party rights, etc. Nor will 

it compensate for any special, incidental, accidental or indirect damage 

caused by the use of this manual or the use of the products, including 

but not limited to the loss of business profits, data or files. 

 If you connect your product to the Internet at your own risk, including 

but not limited to possible network attacks, hacker attacks, virus 

infection, etc., the Company will not be responsible for the abnormal 

work of the product, information disclosure and other problems caused 

by this, but the Company will provide you with relevant technical 

support in a timely manner. 

 When using this product, please strictly follow the applicable laws. If 

this product is used to infringe the rights of third parties or for other 

improper purposes, the company will not assume any responsibility. 

 If the contents of this manual conflict with the applicable laws, the 

legal provisions shall prevail. 

Contact Information 

Technical Support 

Business Contact 

Tel: 
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Introduction 

This manual is a hardware manual for MicroMatch smart cameras. You can 

quickly master the hardware structure and cable definition of smart 

cameras by this manual. In order to better understand and use the 

performance and function of related products, please read this manual 

carefully before using the products. 

Symbolic Agreement 

Description of symbols appearing in the manual. 

Symbols 
Description 

Descriptio

n 

Supplement and explain the text. 

Attention 
Remind users of some important operations or 

prevent potential injuries and property losses. 

Warning 
There are potential risks, which, if not avoided, 

may cause injury accidents, device damage or 

business interruption. 

Danger 
There is a high potential risk. If it is not 

avoided, it may cause a major risk of casualties. 

Security matters 

 

Attention 

 

 When installing, repairing and maintaining products, remember to cut 

off the power supply first. 
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 Please use the power adapter provided by a regular manufacturer. 

Please refer to the product parameter table for specific power 

requirements. 

 The periphery of the product shall ensure smooth ventilation and heat 

dissipation. 

 Please do not place the product in damp, insolated and other adverse 

environment for a long time. 

 Keep the product clean. Do not wipe it directly with water, alcohol, etc. 

Use a rag dipped in neutral detergent to wring it dry and wipe it. 

 Please keep the original packaging materials of the products properly 

so that in case of problems, it is convenient to pack and send them 

back to our company for handling. If the original packaging does not 

cause accidental damage during transportation, the company will not 

assume any responsibility. 

  

Warning 

 

 During the installation and use of products, various safety regulations 

of the country and the use area must be strictly observed. 

 During installation and disassembly, please be sure to cut off the 

power supply and do not operate with electricity. 

 Please fix the product firmly during installation to prevent the product 

from falling from a height and moving the position. 

 If the product emits smoke, peculiar smell and noise, please turn off 

the power supply immediately and contact our company. 

 If the product fails, please contact our company for repair and do not 
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disassemble or modify the product in any form. If unauthorized 

disassembly or modification leads to product problems, the company 

will not assume any responsibility. 

 Do not install or place the product on occasions with excessive 

vibration and impact. 

 Do not parallel or tie the product connection line with the power line 

or other high-voltage lines. 
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1. Filtering 

1.1 Arithmetic operation 

Arithmetic operation is the process of point-to-point addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division between two input images to obtain the output image. 

 Parameters Description 

Input 

Image 1 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source to 

be used for the arithmetic run 1 

Image 2 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source that 

will be used for the arithmetic run 2 

Method 
Set the arithmetic operation method to be selected, including addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, division, maximum and minimum. 

Multiply Coefficients when image is multiplied 

Add Coefficients when image is added 

Output 

Success 
If this tool runs successfully, the result of image processing success is 

Yes, otherwise it is No 

Output 

Image 
Output image after operation 

1. Example: 

The original picture taken by the camera is: 

 

Figure: Original 

After setting different gray scale appreciation by software, the arithmetic operation is 

as follows: 

1) Move the mouse to the "Image 1" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the gray 
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pull-up 1 output image, and the gray pull-up output image is as follows; 

 

Figure: Output Image 1 

2) Move the mouse to the "Image 2" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the image 

source required to be processed in this example is associated with the gray-scale 

pull-up 2 output image, and the gray-scale pull-up output image is as follows; 

 

Figure: Output Image 2 

3) Move the mouse to "Method" to set the operation method to add; 

4) Click the "Arithmetic Run" key to run the algorithm module once, and the 

processed image can be output. As shown below, it can be found that the image 

features are more obvious than the original image features, which is beneficial to the 

use of other subsequent detection tools; 
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Figure: Final Output Image 

5) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Addition 

Operation" can be filled in. 

2. Precautions 

1) The larger the detection area, the larger the amount of software operation data, so 

the longer the running time; 

2) Please select the appropriate method according to the actual image quality; 

3. Comparison of image processing results 

 

Figure: Addition Results 
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Figure: Subtraction Results 

 

Figure: Multiplication Results 

3、Knowledge expansion 

The purpose of using image processing is to realize stable detection, and the key lies 

in how to remove interference sources to obtain ideal images. 

1) Image addition is generally used to average multiple images of the same scene in 

order to effectively reduce random noise with superposition properties. 
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Figure: Image Addition 

2) Image subtraction is also called difference method, which is an image processing 

method commonly used to detect image changes and moving objects. 

 

Figure: Image Subtraction 

3) The image multiplication operation can realize the mask operation, that is, 

shielding some parts of the image. Multiplying an image by a constant is usually 

called scaling, which is a common image processing operation. Scaling will usually 

produce much more natural lighting and shading effects than simply adding pixel 

offsets, because this operation can better maintain the relevant contrast of the image. 
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Figure: Image Multiplication 

4) Division operation can be used to correct the nonlinear influence of imaging device, 

which is often used in the processing of special morphological images (such as 

medical images such as tomography). Image division can also be used to detect the 

difference between two images, but the division operation gives the change ratio of 

the corresponding pixel values instead of the absolute difference of each pixel, so 

image division also becomes the ratio transformation. 

 

Figure: Image Division 

1.2. Color conversion 

For converting RGB images to other color spaces: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 
Enter Picture Image input port for detection 

Color Space The color space to convert the output 
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Output 

Output Image 

1 

When the color space is set to RGB, the current output is an 

R component image; 

When the color space is set to HSV, the current output is an 

H component image; 

When the color space is set to YVU, the current output is a 

Y component image; 

When the color space is set to LAB, the current output is an 

L component image; 

Output Image 

2 

When the color space is set to RGB, the current output is G 

component image; 

When the color space is set to HSV, the current output is an 

S component image; 

When the color space is set to YVU, the current output is a 

V component image; 

When the color space is set to LAB, the current output is a 

component A image; 

Output Image 

3 

When the color space is set to RGB, the current output is a 

B component image; 

When the color space is set to HSV, the current output is a 

V component image; 

When the color space is set to YVU, the current output is a 

U component image; 

When the color space is set to LAB, the current output is a 

B component image; 

Success Criteria for successful execution of this algorithm; 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the color conversion tool to convert the color image to RGB, the 

setting method in the software is as follows: 
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Figure: Color Conversion Setting 

1) Add a color conversion tool to the algorithm logic tree and associate the input 

image with the image task image; 

2) Set the color space to RGB; 

3) Click the Color Conversion Run key to run the tool alone once, and rename the 

tool in the Rename bar to help understand the purpose of using the tool. 

2. Knowledge Expansion 

1) RGB is a space defined according to the colors recognized by human eyes. The 

three primary colors of light: Red, Green and Blue, which are respectively combined 

with their headers, are called RGB. All the three colors are mixed and become white. 

 

Figure: Color Space 

2) Three elements of color: three attributes of color: "hue", "saturation" and "Value". 

We can use these three attributes to identify various colors. If colors are classified, 

they can be divided into two types: colored with color and achromatic (black, white 

and gray) without color. Among the colors, the types of red, blue, yellow and other 
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colors are called "Hue". As the main hue, there are red, yellow, green, blue and purple. 

Taking these hue as the center, we call it "hue ring" to arrange the colors into a ring 

pattern according to the spectrum of the colors. Using this hue ring, we can obtain the 

intermediate color and complementary color. 

 

Figure: HSV Color Space 

3) Saturation refers to the Value of the color, indicating the strength of the hue. The 

darker and brighter color means "higher saturation", while the lighter and darker color 

means "lower saturation". The color with the highest saturation is called "solid color", 

and the color with the lowest saturation (the color with no Value at all) is achromatic. 

4) Value indicates the degree of light and shade of a color. It has Value whether it is 

colored or achromatic. Bright colors mean "higher Value", while dark colors mean 

"lower Value". No matter with or without color, the color with the highest Value is 

white and the color with the lowest Value is black. That is, the Value with color can be 

expressed by the degree of achromatic corresponding to the Value. 

5) Y represents Value, in fact Y is the gray value of the image; UV represents color 

difference, U and V are two components that constitute color. The importance of 

adopting YUV color space is that its Value signal Y and chrominance signals U and V 

are separated. 

6) Lab color space is a color pattern established by CIE (International Lighting 

Committee). Any color in nature can be expressed in Lab space, and its color space is 

larger than RGB space. 
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Figure: Lab Color Space 

1.3. Edge enhancement 

The use of edge enhancement tools according to the needs of image processing can 

improve the definition of image edges. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source that will be used for edge enhancement 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection 

area 
Set the range of target areas to be enhanced 

Template 

Width 
Set to modify the width of the edge of the picture 

Formwork 

Height 
Set the height of the edge of the modified picture 

Coefficient Coefficient of edge enhancement 

Output 

Success 
If the tool runs successfully, the result of image processing is yes, 

otherwise it is no 

Output 

Image 
Output the image processed by this tool 

1. Example: 

Before edge enhancement, the original image is as follows, and it can be found that 

the edge of the image is blurred: 
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Figure: Edge Enhancement Original Image 

The edge enhancement tool is handled as follows: 

 

Figure: Edge Enhancement Setting 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 
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3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the target area range to be processed on the image, the larger the range of the 

required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will be, so it is 

necessary to set the appropriate processing area according to the actual situation. In 

this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red rectangular frame in the 

image; 

4) Set the processing method, the template type and the template size according to the 

actual image; 

5) Click the "edge add run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to output 

the proces image, and it can be seen that the edge of the SD card is more obvious after 

being processed by the tool; 

6) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Edge 

Enhancement" can be filled in. 

2. Precautions 

1) The larger the detection area, the larger the amount of software operation data, so 

the longer the running time; 

2) Please select the appropriate method according to the actual image quality. 

3. Comparison of image processing results 

 

Figure: Before Edge Enhancement 
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Figure: After Edge Enhancement 

4. Knowledge Expansion 

In the process of image enhancement, various image smoothing algorithms are 

usually used to eliminate noise. The common noise of images mainly includes 

additive noise, multiplicative noise and quantization noise. Generally speaking, the 

energy of the image is mainly concentrated in its low frequency part, the frequency 

band where the noise is located is mainly in the high frequency band, and the edge 

information of the image is also mainly concentrated in its high frequency part. This 

will lead to blurred image edges and image contours after smoothing the original 

image. In order to reduce the influence of such adverse effects, it is necessary to use 

image sharpening technology to make the edge of the image clear. The purpose of 

image sharpening is to make the edges, contours and details of the image clear. The 

fundamental reason why the smooth image becomes blurred is that the image is 

subject to averaging or integration operations, so the image can be made clear by 

inverse operations (such as differential operations). Differential operation is to find 

the rate of change of signals. From the differential properties of Fourier transform, it 

can be seen that differential operation has strong high frequency component effect. 

Considering from the frequency domain, the essence of image blur is that its 

high-frequency components are attenuated, so high-pass filters can be used to make 

the image clear. However, it should be noted that the image that can be sharpened 

must have a higher property-to-noise ratio, otherwise the property-to-noise ratio of the 
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sharpened image will be lower, thus increasing the noise more than the signal. 

Therefore, sharpening is generally carried out after removing or reducing the noise. 

The methods of image sharpening are divided into high-pass filtering and spatial 

differentiation. The details (edges) of the edges or lines of the image correspond to the 

high-frequency components of the image spectrum, so that the high-frequency 

components are smoothly passed through by using high-pass filtering, and the 

medium and low-frequency components are appropriately suppressed, so that the 

details of the image become clear, and the sharpening of the image is realized. 

1.4. Edge filtering 

Edge filtering operator is used to extract image edge feature information. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

to be used for edge filtering 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection 

area 
Setting the target area range to be filtered 

Filtering 

method 

According to the desired effect of the image, select the appropriate 

filtering method (Sobel, Roberts, Kirsch, Laplace, Eigenvalue) 

Filter radius 
The size of the kernel matrix, adjusted according to the 

desired effect 

Output 

Success 
If the tool runs successfully, the result of image processing is yes, 

otherwise it is no 

Output 

Image 
Output the image processed by this tool 

1. Example: 

If you need to use edge filtering tools to process images, the software setting method 

is as follows 
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Figure: Edge Filtering 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Picture" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

in the detection area toolbar (ROI toolbar) according to the feature of the template 

image, and draw the required filtering target area range on the image. The larger the 

required detection area range, the longer the running time of the algorithm, so it is 

necessary to set the appropriate filtering area according to the actual situation. In this 

example, the rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a green rectangular box in the 

image. 

4) Select the required filt method according to the image effect; 

5) Set the filtering radius value accord to the image effect; 

6) Click the "edge filter: run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

output the filtered image; 

7) Click "Output Image" to see the processed image, which is shown in the following 
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figure: "After Edge Filtering Processing"; 

8) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Filter" can be 

filled in. 

 

Figure: Edge Filter 

2. Knowledge Expansion 

1) Sobel operator is one of the most important operators in pixel image edge detection. 

It is a discrete first-order difference operator, which is used to calculate the 

approximation of a step degree of image Value function. Using this operator at any 

point in the image will generate the gradient vector or its normal vector corresponding 

to that point. 

2) Roberts operator, also known as Roberts operator, is the simplest operator, which 

uses local difference operator to find edges. The difference between two adjacent 

pixels in diagonal direction is used to approximate gradient amplitude to detect edges. 

The effect of detecting vertical edges is better than that of oblique edges, with high 

positioning accuracy, sensitivity to noise and inability to suppress the influence of 

noise. 
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After the original graph is processed by Roberts operator 

Figure: Roberts Processing Figure 

3) Kirsch operator: 8 templates are used to convolve each pixel point on the image to 

obtain derivatives. These 8 templates represent 8 directions and make maximum 

response to 8 specific edge directions on the image. The maximum value is taken as 

the edge output of the image in the operation. It has good effects in maintaining 

details and resisting noise. 

  

4) Laplace operator: Laplace operator is a second-order differential operator in 

n-dimensional Euclidean space. General enhancement techniques are difficult to 

determine the position of edge lines for steep edges and slowly changing edges, but 

this operator can be determined by the zero crossing point between the positive peak 

and negative peak of the quadratic differential, which is more sensitive to isolated 

points or endpoints, so it is especially suitable for occasions aiming at highlighting 

isolated points, isolated lines or line endpoints in images. Like gradient operator, 

Laplace operator can also enhance the noise in the image. Sometimes when Laplace 
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operator is used for edge detection, the image can be smoothed first. 

 

1.5. Gaussian filter 

Gaussian filtering is a linear smoothing filtering, which is suitable for eliminating 

Gaussian noise and is widely used in the noise reduction process of image processing. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

to be used for Gaussian filtering 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection 

area 
Setting the target area range to be filtered 

Dimensions Gaussian kernel size 

Output 

Success 
The flag of successful operation of this tool will be "Yes" or "No" 

if it is "Successful Operation" 

Output 

Image 
Outputting the filtered image 

1. Example: 

If Gaussian filtering tools need to be used to process images, the software setting 

method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Gaussian Filter 
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1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the range of the required filtering target area on the image, and the larger the 

range of the required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will 

be, so it is necessary to set the appropriate filtering area according to the actual 

situation. In this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red rectangular 

frame in the image; 

4) Set the size of the filter core accord to the actual image; 

5) Click the "Gaussian filter run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

output the filtered image; 

6）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Filter" can be 

filled in. 

2、Knowledge expansion 

1) Gaussian filtering is a kind of linear smoothing filtering, which is suitable for 

eliminating Gaussian noise and is widely used in image processing noise reduction. 

Generally speaking, Gaussian filtering is the process of weighted average of the 

whole image. The value of each pixel point is obtained by weighted average of itself 

and other pixel values in the neighborhood. The specific operation of Gaussian 

filtering is to scan each pixel in the image with a template (or convolution, mask), and 

replace the value of the central pixel point of the template with the weighted average 

gray value of the pixels in the neighborhood determined by the template. 
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2) The degree to which the Gaussian filtered image is smoothed depends on the 

standard deviation. Its output is the weighted average of domain pixels, and the closer 

to the center, the higher the pixel weight. Therefore, compared with mean filter, its 

smoothing effect is softer and its edge preservation is better. The essential reason why 

Gaussian filtering is used as a smoothing filter is that it is a low-pass filter (allowing 

signal components below a certain frequency to pass while greatly suppressing signal 

components above that frequency). 

3) Gaussian distribution 

First order Gaussian distribution: 

         

Second-order Gaussian distribution: 

 

1.6. Gray Morphology 

The gray-scale morphology tool can change the gray-scale and morphology of the 
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picture according to the detection requirements. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Referring to the image source, the image source used to 

change the gray scale and morphology is specified. 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection 

area 
Set the range of target areas to be processed 

Method 

Methods to change the gray scale and shape of the image: expansion, 

corrosion, closing, opening, top cap transformation and bottom cap 

transformation 

Template 
Template style to change image gray scale and shape: 

rectangle, octagon 

Template 

Width 

Set the width to modify the grayscale and shape of the 

picture. 

Formwork 

Height 

Set the length to modify the grayscale and shape of the 

picture. 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, the result of successful image processing is 

yes, otherwise it is no 

Output 

Image 

Outputting the processed grayscale and morphological 

images 

1. Example: 

If it is necessary to use gray morphology tools to process trademark images in images, 

the software setting method is as follows: 
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Figure: Gray Morphology 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "match" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function that need to be associated in the pop-up window. This example is associated 

with the "matching position" output by contour matching; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the target area range to be processed on the image, the larger the range of the 

required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will be, so it is 

necessary to set the appropriate processing area according to the actual situation. In 

this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red rectangular frame in the 

image; 

4) Set the processing method, the template type and the template size according to the 

actual image; 

5) Click the "morphological run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

output the proces image; 
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6) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Morphology" can 

be filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

1), the larger the detection area, the larger the amount of software calculation 

data, so the longer the running time; 

2) Please select the appropriate method according to the actual image quality. 

3. Comparison of image processing results 

 

Figure: Expansion Calculation Results 
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Figure: Corrosion Calculation Results 

 

4. Knowledge Expansion 

Regarding image processing, in order to achieve stable detection, the key lies in how 

to process images with fewer interference sources. Now let's introduce a 

preprocessing filter, which can improve interference sources that cannot be eliminated 

under optical conditions. When the filter is used to preprocess the original image, the 

larger the image, the longer the processing time. Therefore, it is very important to 

specify the necessary range and then process it with the filter. 

1) Definition of preprocessing: In order to detect through image processing, it is 

essential to obtain high-quality images that meet the requirements in advance. For the 

images obtained by shooting alone, due to the influence of light source type, 

workpiece material, shooting environment and other factors, the expected images 

cannot be obtained sometimes, or the detection results are not stable enough. 

Therefore, by using the image filter, the image can be processed (converted) in 

accordance with the use purpose. This is called image preprocessing. Through 

preprocessing, the image can be clearer, the specific elements (shape, color, etc.) The 

meet the purpose can be highlighted, and unnecessary elements (interference sources) 

can be eliminated. The preprocessing using filters can use image processing devices 

or computer photo modification software and many other aspects. There are many 

kinds of filters, so it is very important to fully understand their respective 
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characteristics and use appropriate filters. 

 

Figure: Preprocessing Eliminates Interference 

2) Expansion filter: It is a filter that eliminates interference source components 

(defects) The are not needed for image processing. Specifically, the shade value of the 

center pixel of 3×3 is replaced by the shade value with the highest shade among the 9 

pixels. When an expansion filter is applied to a black-and-white image, as long as 

there is a white pixel around the center pixel of 3×3, all 9 pixels will be replaced with 

white. 

3) Shrinkage filter: Shrinkage filter is also a filter that helps to eliminate interference 

source components. Contrary to the expansion filter, it replaces the shade value of the 

central pixel of 3 × 3 with the shade value with the lowest shade of the 9 pixels. When 

a contraction filter is applied to a black-and-white image, as long as there is a black 

pixel around the center pixel of 3 × 3, all 9 pixels will be replaced with black. 

 

Figure: Shrink Filter 1 

4) Open operation: The process of corrosion before expansion is called open 

operation. It is used to eliminate small objects, separate objects at slender points, 

smooth the boundaries of larger objects without significantly changing their area. 
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Figure: Open Operation 

5) Closing operation: The process of expanding first and then corroding is called 

closing operation. It is used to fill small voids in the body of the object, connect 

adjacent objects, smooth its boundaries without significantly changing its area. 

         

Figure: Closed Operation 

6) The top cap operation and the bottom cap operation are unique to grayscale images, 

The principle is that the opening operation will eliminate the summit. How much is 

the specific elimination? You can subtract the opening operation result from the 

original image, so that you can get the eliminated part. This process becomes the top 

cap operation. The top cap is the summit eliminated by the opening operation. This 

part corresponds to the brighter part in the image, also called the white top cap.  

  

Figure: Top Hat Operation 

7) The bottom cap operation is to subtract the original image from the result of the 
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closing operation to obtain the bottom part filled by the closing operation, which 

corresponds to the darker part of the image and is also called the black bottom cap. 

  

Figure: Top Hat Operation 

1.7. Value homogenization 

For Value homogenization of specified areas: 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 

Referencing the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for the Value homogenization 

process 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Setting a target area image range to be processed 

Template Width Set the template width for processing 

Formwork Height Set the template height for processing 

Coefficient Homogenization coefficient 

Output 
Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

Output Image Output the image processed by this tool 

1. Example: 

If it is necessary to use uniform Value to process images, the setting method in the  

software is as follows: 
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Figure: Before Value uniformity treatment 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the range of the required filtering target area on the image, and the larger the 

range of the required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will 

be, so it is necessary to set the appropriate filtering area according to the actual 

situation. In this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a green 

rectangular frame in the image; 

4) Set the template height, the template width and the coefficient size according to the 

actual image; 

5) Click the "Value Uniformity Operation" key to run the algorithm module alone 

once, and the output image after homogenization processing will be increased at the 

lower Value on the left and decreased at the lower Value on the right, as shown in the 
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following figure; 

 

Figure: After uniform Value treatment, 

1.8. Mean filtering 

For averaging a specified area: 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for filtering 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection 

area 

Setting the target area image range to be filtered 

Filter Width Set the template width for filtering 

Filter Height Set the template height for filtering 

Output 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

Output 

Image 

Output the image filtered by this tool 

1. Example: 

If it is necessary to use the averaging filter to process the image, the setting method in 

the software is as follows: 
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Figure: Average Filtering 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the range of the required filtering target area on the image, and the larger the 

range of the required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will 

be, so it is necessary to set the appropriate filtering area according to the actual 

situation. In this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a green 

rectangular frame in the image; 

4) Set the filtering height and width size according to the actual image; 

5) Click the "Mean Filter Run" key to run the algorithm module alone once, and the 

filter map can be output, and the image boundary can be found to be blurred after 

filtering. 
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2. Knowledge Expansion 

Mean filtering is also called linear filtering, and its main method is neighborhood 

average method. The basic principle of linear filtering is to replace each pixel value in 

the original image with the mean value. That is, the current pixel point (x, y) to be 

processed, selects a template, the template is composed of several neighboring pixels, 

calculates the average value of all pixels in the template, and then assigns the average 

value to the current pixel point (x, y) as the gray value g (x, y) of the processed image 

at the point, i.e. g (x, y) = 1/m ∑ f (x, y), m is the total number of pixels including the 

current pixel in the template. This method can smooth the image with fast speed and 

simple algorithm. However, the noise cannot be removed. Smooth linear filtering 

process reduces the "sharp" change of the image. Since typical random noise consists 

of sharp changes in gray levels, the common application of smoothing processing is to 

reduce noise. The main application of the averaging filter is to remove irrelevant 

details in the image, where "irrelevant" refers to the pixel area that is smaller than the 

filter template size. However, because the edge of the image is also brought about by 

sharp changes in the gray scale of the image, the mean filtering process still has the 

negative effect of edge blur. 

As shown in the following figure, 1 ~ 8 are the adjacent pixels of (x, y). 

 

Advantages: simple algorithm and fast calculation speed; 

Disadvantages: Reduce noise while blurring the image, especially the edges and 

details of the scene. 

1.9. Median filtering 

Used to perform median filtering on the specified area: 
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Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

that will be used to change the grayscale and morphology 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Setting the target area image range to be filtered 

Filter Width Set the template width for filtering 

Filter Height Set the template height for filtering 

Output 
Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

Output Image Output the image filtered by this tool 

1. Example: 

If the median filter is needed to process the image, the setting method in the software 

is as follows 

 

Figure: Median Filtering 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 
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2) Move the mouse to the "matching" field and click the right mouse key to select the 

coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function associated with the need in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 

to draw the range of the required filtering target area on the image, and the larger the 

range of the required detection area, the longer the running time of the algorithm will 

be, so it is necessary to set the appropriate filtering area according to the actual 

situation. In this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red rectangular 

frame in the image; 

4) Set the filtering method and the radius accord to the actual image; 

5) Click the "median wave run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

output the filter map, and it can be found that the filtered image boundary is blurred; 

2. Proces image comparison 

 

Figure: Comparison of Median Filtering Processing 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

1) Median filtering is a nonlinear image smoothing method. Compared with mean 

filter and other linear filters, it can filter out impulse noise well and protect the edge 

of the target image at the same time. It is a neighborhood operation, similar to 

convolution, but the calculation is not weighted sum, but sorts the pixels in the 

neighborhood according to gray level, and then selects the intermediate value of the 

group as the output pixel value. Median filtering can be defined as: 

Where g (x, y) and f (x-i, y-i) are output and input pixel gray values respectively, and 
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W is the template window. Window W can be linear, square, cross, round, diamond, 

etc. 

2) Median filtering generally uses 2D templates, and the filtering windows are usually 

3*3, 5*5 and 7*7 areas. In actual use, we often enlarge the window length and select 

the most suitable one until the filtering effect is satisfactory. For slowly changing 

contour objects, square and circle are generally used, and for sharp corners, cross 

windows are generally used. The following program uses a 3*3 rectangular area. The 

implementation method is to take out odd numbers of data from a sampling window 

in the image and sort them. Replace the data to be processed with the sorted median. 

3)  Median filtering has a good effect on suppressing salt and pepper noise, and can 

effectively protect the edge from blurring while suppressing random noise. However, 

it is not suitable for images with more details such as points and lines. For median 

filtering method, it is very important to correctly select the size of the window. 

Generally, it is difficult to determine the best window size in advance. It is necessary 

to select the best window size through median filtering test from small window to 

large window. 

 

1.10. Grayscale pull-up 

The gray scale pull-up tool processes the picture according to the picture of the target. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for grayscale pull-up 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area 
Set the target search area and specify the range of 

template areas to be searched by the software. 

Lowerstretch limit The grayscale value between the lower and upper 

limits is forced to be 255 
Upperstretch limit 

Output Success The success mark is successfully output as Yes on the 
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image, otherwise it is No; 

Output Image Outputting the processed image 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the gray pull-up tool to process the red box area in the figure, the 

software sets the method. 

 

Figure: Gray Pull-up Setting 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Match" field and click the right mouse key in the pop-up 

window to select the coordinate information output by the required associated 

coordinate transformation positioning function. This example is associated with the 

"Match Position" output by contour matching. 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool 
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to draw the range of the required gray scale stretching target area on the image, and 

the larger the range of the required detection area, the longer the running time of the 

algorithm will be, so it is necessary to set the appropriate stretching area according to 

the actual situation. In this example, a rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red 

rectangular frame in the image; 

4) Set the upper and lower limit of the stretching threshold according to the actual 

image; 

5) Click the "gray stretch run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

output the stretch image, as shown in figure B1-38; 

6) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Binarization" can 

be filled in. 

2. Comparison of image processing results 

 

Figure: Gray Rise Contrast 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

The binary processing of the image is to make the gray value of the points on the 

image 0 or 255, that is, to make the whole image show obvious black and white effect. 

That is, 256 gray-scale images with Value levels are selected through appropriate 

thresholds to obtain binary images that can still reflect the overall and local features 

of the images. 

1.11. Sheet Of Light
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2. Geometric Transformation 

2.1. Affine transformation 

2.2. Coordinate transformation 

2.3. Cutting 

The cutting tool is to cut out the user-specified area image from the original image. 

1. Example: 

If the QR Code area in the image needs to be cut: 

 

Figure: Cutting Setting 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference to the image source, specifying the 

image source to use for cutting 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the area image to be trimmed out 

Output 
Success 

The success mark is successfully output as Yes on 

the image, otherwise it is No; 

Output Image Trim out the user-specified area image 
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1) Move the mouse to the "Input Picture" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source required to read the code in this example is associated with the image 

task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Match" field and click the right mouse key in the pop-up 

window to select the coordinate information output by the required associated 

coordinate transformation positioning function. This example is associated with the 

"Match Position" output by contour matching. 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and selecting an appropriate ROI tool in 

the ROI toolbar to draw the area where the required cut image is located in the 

original image to be cut, for example, selecting a rectangular ROI tool in this example 

to draw a rectangular area on the periphery of the QR Code area; 

4) Click "Cutting: Run" once to execute that algorithm module once to output the 

image of the required area to be cut out; 

5) In the "rename" field, the algorithm can be rename, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, the algorithm can 

be renamed as: QR Code cutting. 

2. Image processing comparison results 

 

Figure: Cutting Picture Comparison 
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2.4. Dispensing 

2.5. Displacement platform 

2.6. Geometric transformation 

Geometric Transformation Tool Parameter Setting: 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the geometric transformation tool, the software setting are as 

follows: 

 

Figure: Geometric Transformation 

    
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Specifies the image association required for the 

transformation 

Mirror image 

Geometric transformation method include three 

transformation methods with respect to that X-axis, the 

Y-axis, and the XY-axis 

Detection area Set the area image to be trimmed out 

Output 

Success 
The success mark is successfully output as Yes on the 

image, otherwise it is No; 

Output Image 
The image transformed by the algorithm according to the 

set transformation method 
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1) Associate "Input Picture" to the picture that needs to be transformed, such as 

"Image Task. Picture" in this example; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Mirror Image" field and select the required transformation 

algorithm according to actual needs. For example, in this example, after selecting "X" 

axis transformation, the output image is as follows: Figure: X axis mirror image; 

3) Click "Geometric Transformation: Run" once to execute the algorithm module 

once; 

4) Rename the algorithm in the "rename" field, which is helpful to understand the 

purpose of use the algorithm. For example, an X-axis mirror image can be input in 

this example; 

 

2. Image Processing Effect 

 

Figure: Y-Axis Mirror 

 

Figure: XY Axis Mirror 
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2.7 Manipulator control 

2.8, PoseEstimate 

2.9. Perspective transformation 

The perspective transformation can enlarge and stretch the specified area into a 

rectangle. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Specifies the image association required for the 

transformation 

Top Left Point 
Specify 4 pixel points and stretch them into a 

rectangle. 

Top Right Point 

Bottom Left Point 

Lower right point 

Width Width of the generated picture 

Height Height of the generated picture 

Accuracy The sharpening degree of the image 

Output 

Success 
The success mark is successfully output as Yes 

on the image, otherwise it is No; 

Output Image 
The image transformed by the algorithm 

according to the set transformation method 
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1. Example: 

To use perspective transformation, the setting are as follows: 

 

Figure: Perspective Transformation 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Picture" field, and right-click to select the image 

source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the image 

source in this example is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse to the upper left point, the upper right point, the lower left point 

and the lower right point respectively, and set the require coordinate parameters. In 

this example, the four corners of the image QR Code are taken as coordinates; 

3) Move the mouse to the width and height respectively, and setting the width and 

height parameter of the output image; 

4) Set precision parameters to sharpen that proces image in different degrees; 

5) Click the "Perspective Transformation. Run" key to process the image; 

6) After success, click the output image, and the image effect is shown in the figure: 

the perspective transformation result is shown; 

7) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, "Area Enlargement" 
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can be filled in. 

1、Comparison of Image Processing Results 

 

 

Figure: Perspective Transformation Results 

2.10. Distortion correction 

Distortion correction is used to improve lens distortion. When the image distortion is 

too large or requires high accuracy, distortion correction can be used. 

 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 
Data Type 

Select the data type for correction, which can be picture or 

dot line. 

Enter Picture Specify the image association required for correction 

Output 

Output Image 
The image corrected by the algorithm according to the set 

distortion correction 

Success 
The success mark is successfully output as Yes on the image, 

otherwise it is No; 
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1. Example: 

If distortion correction is required, the software uses the following 

 

Figure: Distortion Correction 

1) Move the mouse to "Data Type" and click the left mouse key to select data type: 

picture, dot and line; in this example, data type selection: picture; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Input Picture" field, and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

image source in this example is associated with the image task; 

3) Click the "Distortion Correction 1. Run" key to run the algorithm once; 

4) After successful operation, click "Output Image" to obtain the image after 

distortion correction, as shown in the figure: 

5) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. 

2、Image processing comparison results 
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Figure: Distortion Correction Results 

 

2.11. Zoom 

The zoom tool is used to realize the function of reducing or enlarging the image 

resolution. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type Set the data type, including pictures and regions. 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source that will be used for zoom 

WidthFactor Set the image width zoom scale 

HeightFactor Set the image height zoom scale 

Accuracy Set zoom accuracy 

Output 

Output Image Output the scaled image 

Success 

If this tool executes the flag of success, it will 

output Yes if it succeeds, otherwise it will output 

No 
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1、Example: 

If you need to reduce the high and wide resolution of the image by 0.5, the software 

setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Zoom 

1) Move the mouse to the "Data Type" field and set the zoom data type as: Picture; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, the 

zoom image source required in this example is associated with the image task; 

3) Move the mouse to the fields of "WidthFactor" and "HeightFactor" respectively to 

set the zoom ratio to 0.5 and set the accuracy to "high"; 

4) Click "Zoom. Run" once to execute the algorithm module once to output the scaled 

image, and the resolution of the unscaled image is 1280*1024) after scaling is 

640*512; 

5) In the "rename" field, the algorithm can be rename, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, the algorithm can 

be renamed to: Reduce the image 
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2.12. Rotate 

The rotation tool is used to realize the function of rotating the input picture according 

to the set angle. 

1. Example: 

To rotate the image 45 degrees, the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Rotate 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for rotation 

Angle Set the angle of rotation required 

Accuracy Set Rotation Accuracy 

Output 

Output Image Output the rotated image 

Success 

If this tool executes the flag of success, it will 

output Yes if it succeeds, otherwise it will output 

No 
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1) Move the mouse to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the image source to be associated with in the pop-up window. For example, the 

rotated image source to be associated with the image task in this example; 

2) Move the mouse to the "Angle" field to set less than 45 degrees, and the setting 

accuracy is "High"; 

3) Click "Rotate: Run" once to execute the algorithm module once to output the 

rotated image; 

4) In the "rename" field, the algorithm can be rename, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, the algorithm can 

be renamed to: turn 45 degrees. 

 

2.13. Polar coordinate transformation 

The polar coordinate transformation tool is used to transform the arc region image of 

the designated region of the input image into the horizontal direction image, i.e. The 

circular polar coordinate is converted into the rectangular coordinate system. 

1. Example: 

If the arc characters in the image bottle cap need to be converted into horizontal 

distribution to facilitate subsequent character recognition functions, the software 

setting method is as follows: 

    

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for the transformation 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the arc area to be transformed 

Accuracy Setting Conversion Accuracy 

Output 
Success 

If this tool is executed successfully, it will output 

Yes for success, otherwise it will output No 

Output Image Output the transformed image 
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Figure: Polar Coordinate Transformation 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Picture" column, and click the right mouse key to 

select the image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, 

the rotated image source required in this example is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse to the detection area, selecting the annular ROI tool, and draw a 

transformation area in the area where the arc-shaped numbers in the image are 

located; 

3) Click "Polar Coordinate Transformation. Run" once and execute this tool alone to 

obtain the transformed image at the output image end, as shown in the figure: Polar 

Coordinate Transformation result; 

4) Rename the algorithm in the "rename" field, which is helpful to understand the 

purpose of use the algorithm. For example, in this example, the algorithm can be 

renamed as: transformation; 

5) The image that may be obtained due to ROI starting angle after conversion by this 

tool is the image after mirror image. The "Geometric Transformation" tool can be 

added after this tool to set the X-axis mirror image (see Geometric Transformation for 
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details) to realize image mirror image correction, as shown in Figure: Mirror Image 

Correction. 

 

Figure: Polar Coordinate Conversion Results 

 

Figure: Mirror Correction 
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3. Positioning 

3.1. Location of spots 

Blob positioning is used to obtain matching position information by matching spot 

region coordinate information obtained by spot analysis (Blob analysis) tools to 

realize product positioning function. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Input Area 
Reference area source, used to parse position information 

coordinate area (spot analysis output area) 

Positioning 

Mode 

Center XY: The matching information includes 

coordinates X and Y of the center of the region; 

Center XY and Angle: Matching information includes 

coordinates X, Y and angle of the center of the region; 

Match 

Quantity 

Set the number of spotted area templates 

Coordinate 

mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 

template 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, the tool execution result flag is "Yes"; No if 

not 

Match 

position 

Target position, output target area coordinate position 

coordinate data 

Output 

Position 

Cross mark 

1. Example: 

If the spot positioning method is needed to locate the position information of the 

circle, the software setting method is as follows: 

A. Before using this tool, you need to use the Speckle Analysis Tool to find out the 

circle in the whole image range, as shown in the following figure (please refer to the 
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help of the Speckle Analysis Tool for usage methods) 

 

Figure: Spot Analysis and Treatment 

B. Add this tool to the algorithm process tree after detecting the circle by using the 

spot analysis tool: 

 

Figure: Spot Location Treatment 
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1) Move the mouse to the "Input Area" column and click the right mouse key to 

associate it with the output area obtained by the "Speckle Analysis" tool in the pop-up 

window, as shown in Figure B3-3; 

2) Select appropriate positioning mode, matching quantity and coordinate mode 

according to the actual situation; 

3) Click the "spot position training" key to complete the initial set of match 

coordinates; 

4) Click the "spot location. Run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

obtain match information; 

5）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Circle 

Positioning" can be filled in. 

3.2. Circular positioning 

The circle positioning tool is used to fit the circle in the detection area of the target 

image and give the coordinate information of the center of the circle. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for circle positioning 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area 
Set the target detection area, and fit the circle edge in 

the specified area 

Threshold Set Edge Threshold When Fitting Circle Edge 

Edge Type 

Set the edge direction when fitting the circle. 

All: Specifies that the edge type contains black to 

white or white to black; 

Black to White: Specifies that the edge type is from 

black to white; 

White to Black: Specifies that the edge type is from 

white to black; 
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Edge Selection 

Set the type of circle edge to be fitted, 

Start: the first edge; 

Last: Last Edge 

Coordinate 

mode 

Set Coordinate Output Mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 

template 

Relative Center: The position deviation of the output 

target relative to the center of the image 

Output 

Success 
The flag of successful execution of this tool is: Yes; 

Conversely: No 

Match position 
Output the center point coordinate data of the fitting 

circle 

Output Position Cross mark 

1. Example: 

If you need to use circle positioning to locate the position of the circle, the software 

setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Circle Positioning Processing 

1) Move the mouse to "Input Image" and click the right mouse key to select the image 
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source required to be associated in the pop-up window. In this example, the 

positioning image source required is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse to the "detection area" and clicking, select an appropriate ROI 

tool in the image according to the template image in the "ROI" toolbar, and drawing a 

blue circular area within the range where the template area is roughly moved on the 

image; 

3) Select appropriate threshold value, edge type, edge selection and coordinate mode 

according to actual conditions; 

4) Click the "Circle Positioning Training" key to complete the circle positioning 

setting; 

5) Click the "circle position run" key to run the algorithm to obtain match 

information; 

6) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Outer Circle 

Location" can be filled in. 

3.3. Color matching 

The color matching tool locates the product according to the color characteristics of 

the target. After learning the template, the displacement and angle information of the 

target are given. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

to be used for color matching 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Template 

Area 

Setting the target template area will search for images 

similar to the template area in the search area. 

Search Area 
Set the target search area and specify the range of template 

areas to be searched by the software. 

Starting 

Angle 

Start Angle for Similar Areas of Search Template 
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Angle Range 

The total angle range of similar areas of the search 

template; 

Angle Range = Start Angle-End Angle; 

Match Value 

Minimum matching value, ranging from 0 to 1, specifying 

the similarity value between the searched target image and 

the template image 

Match 

Quantity 

Find the number of areas similar to the template 

Coordinate 

mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 

template 

Relative Center: The position deviation of the output target 

relative to the center of the image 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, when searching for an area similar to the 

template, the output is "Yes" and vice versa; 

Match 

position 

Output the position point coordinate data of the target area 

Output 

Quantity 

Output the number of target areas searched 

Output 

Position 

Cross mark 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the color matching tool to search out the area where the "yellow" 

color block in the image is located in the image, the software setting method is as 

follows: 
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Figure: Color Matching 

1) Move the mouse to "Input Image" and click the right mouse key to select the image 

source required to be associated in the pop-up window. In this example, the 

positioning image source required is associated with the image task; 

2) Fill in the appropriate "starting angle", "angle range", "ratio matching value", 

"matching quantity" and "coordinate mode" according to the actual situation. Among 

them, the starting angle, angle range and "matching quantity will affect the running 

time of the algorithm. The larger the running time value, the longer the running time. 

It is recommended to fill in the appropriate value according to the actual situation. 

3) Move the mouse to the "template area", select the appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the template area range to be locate on the image; in this example, select the 

rectangular ROI tool to draw the template area in the area where the "yellow" is 

located in the image according to the requirements; 

4) Move the mouse to the "search area", select a suitable ROI tool in the image 

according to the template image in the "ROI" toolbar, and draw a suitable search area 

within the roughly moving range when drawing the template area on the image. In 

this example, select a rectangular ROI tool as required, and "yellow" in the image 
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may appear a green rectangular frame in the moving range area; The larger the search 

area, the longer the processing time of the algorithm. It is suggested to draw the 

appropriate search area according to the actual situation. 

5) Click the "color match training" key to complete outline match setting; 

6) Click the "color match running" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

obtain match information; 

7) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Yellow 

Positioning" can be filled in. 

2. Precautions 

1) The template area should have clear color values; 

2) Don't have many interference colors in the template. 

3.4. Positioning 

Used to generate new coordinate information for realizing the positioning function by 

giving the specified coordinate information. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Method 

Setting the positioning method; 

Point-angle: generating positioning information according to 

the input point coordinate information and angle 

information; 

Point-point: generating positioning information according to 

the input coordinate information of the two points; 

Translation-rotation: generating positioning information 

according to the input X, Y and angle information; 

Enter 

Information 

Set the amount of coordinate information used for 

positioning 

Coordinate 

mode 

Set Coordinate Output Mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 
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template 

Relative Center: The position deviation of the output target 

relative to the center of the image 

Output 

Success 

Success mark, search for a target image similar to the 

template on the image and the result is yes, otherwise it is 

no; 

Match 

position 

Target position, outputting the position point coordinate data 

of the target image similar to the template searched on the 

image 

Output 

Position 

Cross mark 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the positioning tool and the edge finding tool to realize positioning, 

the software setting method is as follows: 

A. Before using the positioning tool, you need to use the edge search tool to find out 

the information of the two edges of the product (please refer to the edge search 

help for the setting method) and the edge intersection point (please refer to the 

line intersection help for the setting method), as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure: Line-Line Intersection 
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B. Use the angle measuring tool to take the first edge as the reference edge as the 

following figure: 

 

Figure: Angle Measurement 

C. Use the positioning tool to synthesize the above obtain information to realize the 

product positioning function setting method as follows: 

 

Figure: Positioning 
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1) Move the mouse focus to the "Method" field and click the mouse to set the 

positioning method as: Point-Angle; 

2) Move the mouse focus to the "point" and right-clicking to select the intersection 

point information association with the "line-line intersection point" obtain by the two 

edges; 

3) Move the mouse focus to "angle" and right-click to select "angle measurement" of 

the included angle with the first edge as the reference edge to obtain angle correlation; 

4) Click the "Positioning. Training" key to complete the coordinate positioning 

initialization setting; 

5) Click the "position run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to obtain 

match information; 

6) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, "Edge Location" 

can be filled in. 

3.5. Gray matching 

The gray matching tool gives the target position and angle information after learning 

the template according to the gray information of the target area. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Reference Image Source 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Template Area 
Set the target template area and search for similar 

images in the search area. 

Search Area 
Set the target search area and specify the scope of the 

search area 

Starting Angle Start Angle for Similar Areas of Search Template 

Angle Range 

The total angle range of similar areas of the search 

template; 

Angle Range = Start Angle-End Angle; 

Match Value Minimum matching value, ranging from 0 to 1, 
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specifying the similarity value between the searched 

target image and the template image 

Match Quantity Find the number of areas similar to the template 

Coordinate 

mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 

template 

Relative Center: The position deviation of the output 

target relative to the center of the image 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, when searching for an area similar to the 

template, the output is "Yes" and vice versa; 

Match position 
Output the position point coordinate data of the target 

area 

Output 

Quantity 

Output the number of target areas searched 

Output 

Position 

Cross mark 

1. Example: 

Use gray matching to search out the area where the "character" is located in the image. 

Software setting method: 

 

Figure: Gray Matching Processing 
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1) Move the mouse to "Input Image" and click the right mouse key to select the image 

source required to be associated in the pop-up window. In this example, the 

positioning image source required is associated with the image task; 

2) Fill in the appropriate "starting angle", "angle range", "matching value", "matching 

quantity" and "coordinate mode" according to the actual situation. Among them, the 

starting angle, angle range and "matching quantity" will affect the running time of the 

algorithm. The larger the running time value, the longer the running time. It is 

recommended to fill in the appropriate value according to the actual situation. 

3) Move the mouse to "Template Area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool, and 

draw the template area range to be located on the image. In this example, the template 

is a green rectangular area "Intel"; 

4) Move the mouse to "Search Area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool, and 

draw the appropriate search area. In this example, the search area is a blue rectangular 

area, and the position where "Intel" may appear; 

5) Click the "contour match training" key to complete contour match setting; 

6) Click the "gray match running" key to run the algorithm to obtain match 

information; 

7) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Intel Location" 

can be filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

1) The longer the search area will affect the processing time of the algorithm, it is 

suggested to draw the appropriate search area according to the actual situation; 

2) The main defect of gray scale matching method is that the calculation amount is 

too large and the speed requirement is used as little as possible. 

 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

Please check the contour matching knowledge expansion for relevant knowledge. 
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3.6. Coordinate calibration 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference image source, specifying the image source to be 

used for coordinate positioning 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Origin Type 

Set the location origin type: 

Single line: only applicable to the positioning where the 

product will only have offset in one direction (single 

X-axis direction or single Y-axis direction), and the 

software will generate new matching position coordinate 

information based on the edge point coordinate 

information within the search range of the first area; 

Double lines: only applicable to the positioning where the 

product only deviates in the X-axis direction and the Y-axis 

direction (the direction position is fixed). The software will 

form an XY rectangular coordinate system with the 

coordinate origin of the intersection point of the edge lines 

in the search range of the first area and the second area, 

and the edge lines in the first area and the second area; 

Double Line and Angle: (Reserved Function) 

Three-line and angle: It is suitable for locating products 

with offset in X, Y and direction. The software will take 

the coordinate information of the intersection point of the 

edge lines in the search range of the first area and the third 

area as the coordinate origin, and the difference value of 

the included angle of the edge lines in the second area and 

the third area as the new matching position and angle 

information. 

First region Set the target to search the first area 
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Second 

region 

Set the target to search the second area 

Vertical area Set Target Search Vertical Area 

First Area 

Threshold 

Threshold range 0 ~ 255 

First area 

edge type 

Set the types of edges to be searched to include white to 

black and: black to white 

Second 

Area 

Threshold 

Set Edge Threshold Range 0 ~ 255 

Second 

region edge 

type 

Set the types of edges to be searched to include white to 

black and: black to white 

Vertical 

Area 

Threshold 

Set Edge Threshold Range 0 ~ 255 

Vertical 

Area Edge 

Type 

Set the types of edges to be searched to include white to 

black and: black to white 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, the tool execution result flag, success is yes, 

otherwise it is no; 

Match 

position 

Target position, outputting position point information 

where edge coordinates and reference coordinates are 

deviated from each other searched on the image 

First region 

edge point 

Outputting the searched edge point of the first region, that 

is, the midpoint of the straight line detected in the first 

region 

Second area 

edge point 

Outputting the searched edge point of the second region, 

that is, the midpoint of the straight line detected by the 

second region 

Vertical area Output the edge point of the searched vertical region, that 
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edge point is, the midpoint of the straight line detected by the vertical 

region 

Output 

Position 

Cross mark 

1. Example: 

 

Figure: Coordinate Positioning 

1) Move the mouse to the picture input, click the right mouse key, select the source of 

the picture, and the picture require in this example is associated with the picture task 

picture; select match, click the right mouse key, and select the contour matching 

position to be associated or not to be matched; 

2) Choose the appropriate positioning mode and origin type according to the actual 

situation. In this case, the three lines and angles are selected; 

3) Set the region, the first and second regions are on the edge in the Y direction, as 

shown in the figure, the red and green regions, and the blue is the vertical region on 

the edge in the X direction 

4) Set the threshold edge type according to the sample image to be detect, and in this 
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example, the threshold is set to 20, and the type is white to black; 

5) Click the "coordinate positioning. Train" and "coordinate positioning. Run" keys in 

turn to run the algorithm module separately once to obtain the train origin; 

6) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, "Edge Location" 

can be filled in. 

3.6. Contour matching 

The contour matching tool locates the product according to the shape characteristics 

of the target. After learning the template, the displacement and angle information of 

the target are given. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Reference Image Source 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Template Area 
Set the target template area and search for similar 

images in the search area. 

Search Area 
Set the target search area and specify the scope of the 

search area 

Starting Angle Start Angle for Similar Areas of Search Template 

Angle Range 

The total angle range of similar areas of the search 

template; 

Angle Range = Start Angle-End Angle; 

Match Value 

Minimum matching value, ranging from 0 to 1, 

specifying the similarity value between the searched 

target image and the template image 

Match Quantity Find the number of areas similar to the template 

Coordinate 

mode 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target 

Relative: Position deviation of output target relative to 

template 

Relative Center: The position deviation of the output 
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target relative to the center of the image 

Output 

Success 
Success flag, when searching for an area similar to the 

template, the output is "Yes" and vice versa; 

Match position 
Output the position point coordinate data of the target 

area 

Output 

Quantity 

Output the number of target areas searched 

Output Position Cross mark 

1. Example: 

Use contour matching to search out the area where the "rooster" is located in the 

image, and the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Contour Matching Processing 

1) Move the mouse to "Input Image" and click the right mouse key to select the image 

source required to be associated in the pop-up window. In this example, the 

positioning image source required is associated with the image task; 

2) Fill in the appropriate "starting angle", "angle range", "matching value", "matching 

quantity" and "coordinate mode" according to the actual situation. Among them, the 

starting angle, angle range and "matching quantity" will affect the running time of the 
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algorithm. The larger the running time value, the longer the running time. It is 

recommended to fill in the appropriate value according to the actual situation. 

3) Move the mouse to "Template Area", select the appropriate ROI tool, and draw the 

template area on the image. In this example, the template is "Rooster" in the red 

rectangular box; 

4) Move the mouse to the "Search Area", select the appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the appropriate search area on the image. In this example, the search area is the green 

rectangular frame and the area range where the "cock" appears. The larger the search 

area, the longer the algorithm processing time. It is recommended to draw the 

appropriate search area according to the actual situation. 

5) Click the "contour match training" key to complete contour match setting; 

6) Click the "contour match running" key to run the algorithm to obtain match 

information; 

7) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Rooster Location" 

can be filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

1) The template area shall have a clear outline boundary; 

2) Don't have many interference false edges in the template; 

 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

1) Gray Matching: The most classical gray matching method is the normalized gray 

matching method. Its basic principle is to search and compare the gray matrix of a 

real-time image window with all possible window gray arrays of the reference image 

pixel by pixel according to a certain similarity measurement method. Theoretically, it 

adopts image correlation technology. 

2) Contour matching: Contour matching firstly preprocesses the image to extract its 

high-level features, and then establishes the matching correspondence between the 

features of the two images, including the commonly used feature primitives of point 

features, edge features and region features. Feature matching requires many 

mathematical operations such as matrix operation, gradient solution, Fourier 
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transform and Taylor expansion. 

3) The difference between gray-scale match and contour match: gray-scale match is 

based on pixel, contour match is based on region, contour match should consider 

factors such as spatial overall feature and spatial relationship while considering pixel 

gray. The contour points of the image are much fewer than the pixel points, which 

greatly reduces the calculation amount in the matching process. At the same time, the 

matching measurement value of contour points is sensitive to the change of position, 

which can greatly improve the matching accuracy. Moreover, the extraction process 

of contour points can reduce the influence of noise and has good adaptability to gray 

level changes, image deformation and occlusion. 
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4. Feature Extraction 

4.1. Spot analysis 

A set of pixels with the same shade (255 or 0) in a binarized (black and white) image 

analyzes spots. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Reference Image Source 

Matching Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the detection range in the image 

Method 

Absolute: The absolute position of the output target; 

Relative: the position deviation of the output target 

relative to the template; 

Low Threshold Set the threshold value and set the black-and-white 

binarization parameter of the image (0-255) High Threshold 

Fill 

If there are holes in the area, they will be filled 

automatically and opened according to actual needs. 

 

Fill: OFF  

Fill: ON  
 

Minimum area The minimum and maximum areas of the required 

detected area are specified as the screening interval, 

and the area outside the interval is filled 
Maximum area 

Area filtering 
ON: Use area filtering function; 

OFF: Do not use area filtering function 

Area Filter Low 

Threshold 

The minimum and maximum areas of the required 

detected area are specified as the screening interval, 

and the area outside the interval is filtered Area Filter High 
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Threshold 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, when searching for areas similar to 

spots, the output is "Yes" and vice versa; 

Number of spots Output the number of detected spots 

Output Area Output the area where spots are detected 

1. Example: 

Use spot analysis to determine the number of "white spots" in the area, and software 

setting method: 

 

Figure: Spot Analysis and Treatment 

1) Move the mouse to "Input Picture" and click the right mouse key to select the 

image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. The input image source 

required for spot analysis in this example is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse to "Match" and click the right mouse key to select the coordinates 

that need to be associated in the pop-up window. This example is associated with the 

"Matching Position" of the contour matching output. 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area", select the appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the area to be detected on the image, and the search area in this example is a red 

rectangular box; 
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4) Fill in appropriate "Method", "Low Threshold", "High Threshold", "Fill", 

"Minimum Area", "Maximum Area", "Area Filtering", "Area Filtering Low 

Threshold" and "Area Filtering High Threshold" according to actual testing 

requirements. It is recommended to fill in appropriate values according to actual 

testing requirements, which can improve TEST stability; 

5) Click the "spot analysis run" key to run the algorithm to obtain spot analysis 

information; 

6) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Number of White 

Spots" can be filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

1) The larger the detection range, the longer the processing time, so it is necessary to 

set the corresponding detection range according to the actual requirements of the 

project; 

2) Please fill in that upper and low limit of the threshold according to the actual item, 

and the spot feature can be stably detected by the appropriate threshold; 

3) Fill in appropriate filtering conditions to remove unnecessary interference. 

 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

1) Blob analysis definition: Blob refers to a connected area composed of similar 

colors, textures and other features in an image. Blob analysis is actually the process of 

binarizing and segmenting images to obtain foreground and background, and then 

detecting connected regions to obtain blob regions. In short, Blob analysis is to find 

out the small area with "gray mutation" in a "smooth" area, as shown in Figure: Blob 

definition. 
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Figure: Blob Definition 

2) In the imaging system, each pixel transmits 256 levels of data (8 bits) according to 

the light intensity. When performing monochrome (black and white) processing, black 

is regarded as "0" and white is regarded as "255", thus allowing the light intensity 

received by each pixel to be converted into numerical data. That is, all pixels of the 

camera are values between 0 (black) and 255 (white). For example, gray contains half 

black and half white, which will be converted to "127". 

3) Applicable and presence and defect detection. Commonly used for 2D target 

images, high contrast images, presence/absence detection, range value and rotation 

invariance requirements. For example: textile defect detection, glass defect detection, 

surface defect detection of mechanical parts, etc., as shown in the following figure, 

spot analysis is used to detect glass bottle defects. 

 

Figure: Spot Analysis Detects Glass Bottle Defects 
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4.2. Speckle characteristics 

Each parameter of the input Blob is analyzed, which is generally matched with Blob 

analysis. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Input Area 
Reference the source of the input area to specify the 

spot range detection area. 

Output 

Center Point 

The center point position X and the position Y of the 

designated spot are detected with the pixel point 

output 

Area 
Detecting the size of the area value of the specified 

spot with the pixel point output 

Width 
Detecting the width value size of the specified spot 

with the pixel point output 

Height 
Detecting the height value size of the specified spot 

with the pixel point output 

Externally rectangular 

length 

The size of the external rectangle length of the 

detection spot is output by pixel points. 

Extrinsic rectangular 

width 

The width of the outer rectangle of the spot is 

detected by the output of pixel points. 

Angle The angle size of the detected spot is output from the 

pixel point 

Roundness 
To what extent are the detected spots and true circles 

similar at a numerical output of 0.00-1.00 

Convex set degree 
With a numerical output of 0.00-1.00, the convex set 

degree of the detected spot is detected. 

External radius 
The outer radius of the detection spot is output by 

pixel points. 

Internal radius 
The internal radius of the detected spot is output from 

the pixel point 
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Success 
Sign of success, search for spots on the image, the 

result is yes, vice versa 

Marker point Cross mark 

 

1. Example: 

To obtain the parameters of the circular area in the figure, the software setting method 

is as follows: 

A. Before using this tool, you need to use the speckle analysis tool to find out the 

circle in the whole image range, as shown in the following figure (please refer to the 

help of the speckle analysis tool for usage methods) 

 

Figure: Spot Analysis and Treatment 

B. After the circle is detected by the spot analysis tool, the spot feature is added to the 

algorithm flow tree: 
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Figure: Speckle Feature Processing 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Area" column, and click the right mouse key to 

select the required associated input area in the pop-up window. The input area source 

of the required spot feature in this example and the spot analysis output area in the 

previous step are shown in Figure B3-6. 

2) Click the "spot feature run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

obtain spot feature information; 

3) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "White Blotch 

Feature Information" can be filled in. 

 

4.3. Spot filtering 

The spots analyzed by Blob analysis are screened according to the spot characteristics, 

and the spots that meet the user's screening are output. 
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Parameters Description 

Input 

Input Area 
The reference input will be used for the spot analysis 

output area of the spot filter 

Area filtering 
ON: Turn on the filtering function by area; 

OFF: Turn off the filtering function by area; 

Minimum area The minimum and maximum areas of the required 

detected area are specified as the screening interval, and 

the area outside the interval is filtered 
Maximum area 

Width Filtering 
ON: Turn on the filtering function by width; 

OFF: Turn off the filtering function by width; 

Minimum Width The minimum and maximum widths of the required 

detected area are specified as the screening interval, and 

the area outside the interval is filtered 

Maximum Width 

Highly filtered 
ON: Turn on the filtering function by height; 

OFF: Turn off the filtering function by height; 

Minimum height The minimum and maximum heights of the required 

detected area are specified as the screening interval, and 

the area outside the interval is filtered 
Maximum height 

Convex set 

degree filtering 

ON: Turn on the filtering function according to convex 

set degree; 

OFF: Turn off the filtering function according to convex 

set degree; 

Minimum convex 

set degree 

The minimum and maximum convex set degrees of the 

desired detected region are specified as screening 

intervals, and regions outside the intervals are filtered Maximum convex 

set degree 

Hole number 

filtration 

ON: Turn on the filtering function according to the 

number of holes; 

OFF: Turn off the filtering function according to the 
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number of holes; 

Minimum number 

of holes 

The minimum and maximum number of holes in the 

required detected area are specified as the screening 

interval, and the area outside the interval is filtered Maximum 

number of holes 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, search for spots on the image, the result is 

yes, otherwise it is no; 

Number of spots 
Target number, output the number of spots that meet the 

screening criteria 

Output Area Target area, output detection spot area 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the spot filtering tool to screen out "white spots" with a spot area 

greater than 2000, the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Spot Filtering Treatment 

1) Move the mouse to the "Input Area" column, and click the right mouse key to 

select the input area source required to be associated in the pop-up window. The input 

area source required for spot filtering in this example is associated with the output 

area of the previous spot analysis step; 

2) Selete filtering condition according to actual detection, and filling in appropriate 

"area filtering" parameter setting; "Width Filter" parameter setting; "Height Filter" 
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parameter setting; Parameter Setting of "Maximum Convex Set Degree"; Parameter 

Setting of "Hole Number Filtering"; the setting contents and parameter setting values 

are determined according to the selected detection items. For example, in this 

example, open "Area Filtering Function" and enter 2000 in "Minimum Area" and 

999999 in "Maximum Area"; 

3) Click the "Blotch Filtering Operation" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once to obtain the blotch filtering information, and the number of blotches whose 

blotch area is between 2000 and 999999 screened by the software in this example is 

3; 

4）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Filter 2000 Area" 

can be filled in. 

4.4. Spot growth 

4.5. Set operation 

It is used to perform set operation on the regions of the two inputs according to the set 

algorithm: 

 Parameters Description 

Input 

Area 1 Specifies the first region to be used for the set operation 

Area 2 
Specifies the second region to be used for the set 

operation 

Operation 

mode 

Intersection: Find the intersection part of the two input 

regions; 

Similarities and Differences: Find Complements to Two 

Input Areas 

Union: merge two input areas; 

Output Output Area Outputs the region after operation by the specified 

algorithm 

1、Example: 

The setting method in the software for finding the intersection of the two black 

elliptical spot areas in the following figure is as follows: 
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Figure: Set Operation 

1) In the set operation addition algorithm flow, region 1 is associated with the left 

circle output region obtained by speckle analysis 1 (refer to speckle analysis help); 

2) Associate region 2 with that right-hand circle output region of spot analysis 2 (refer 

to spot analysis help); 

3) Set the operation method as an intersection; 

4) Click the "set operation. Run" key to run the algorithm separately once, and the 

intersection part of the two spot can be obtained by using the spot feature tool; 

5) In the Rename field, you can rename this module, as in this example, you can 

rename it to: "Intersection." 

 

4.6. Speckle transformation 

Used to transform the specified spot area into the specified shape: 

 

Paramet

ers 
Description 

Input 
Input 

Area 

Specifies the area to be used for the speckle transformation 
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Fill Set whether to fill the transformed area 

Minimu

m area 

Setting a minimum area value of the spot area to be used for 

transformation; 

Maximu

m area 

Setting a maximum area value of the spot area to be used for 

transformation; 

Shape 

transfor

mation 

Set whether to perform shape transformation 

Method 

Set that require transformation method 

Convex Set: Transforms the input region into a convex set 

Circle: Transforms the input area into an circumscribed circle 

Positive External Rectangle: Converts the input area into an 

external rectangle 

Oblique external rectangle: The rectangle is transformed into an 

external rectangle with direction according to the angle of the 

input area. 

Outp

ut 

Success The flag of successful execution of this algorithm, the output 

result of successful execution is: Yes, and vice versa: No 

Number 

of spots 

Number of spots after output transformation 

Output 

Area 

Output the transformed region 

1. Example: 

The setting method in the software for finding the circumscribed circle of the ellipse 

in the following figure is as follows: 
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Figure: Speckle Transformation 

1) A speckle transformation is added to the algorithm flow tree, and the input region is 

associated with the elliptical output region obtained by speckle analysis 1 (refer to the 

speckle analysis help); 

2) According to actual setting, whet that transformed area is filled, and the minimum 

and maximum area; 

3) Set the transformation method as: circumscribed circle; 

4) Click the "Blotch Transformation. Run" key to run the algorithm separately once; 

5) In the Rename field, you can rename this module. For example, in this example, 

you can rename this module to "Circle". 

 

4.7. Colour spots 

Searches for the number of areas with the same color component. 

 Parameters Description 

Input Enter Picture Reference Image Source 
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Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the detection range in the image 

Template Area Set the standard color area for the search 

Color Difference Allowed Color Difference Value 

Area filtering 
ON: Use area filtering function; 

OFF: Do not use area filtering function 

Area Filter Low 

Threshold 

Valid when area filtering ON is turned on, and areas 

whose values are not between the low threshold and the 

high threshold are filtered Area Filter High 

Threshold 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, search for spots on the image, the result 

is yes, vice versa; 

Number of spots Number of output spots 

Output Area Output the area where spots are detected 

1. Example: 

Use color spots to search for the number and area of "red areas". Software setting 

method: 
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Figure: Color Spot Analysis 

1) Move the mouse to "Input Picture" and click the right mouse key to select the 

required associated image source in the pop-up window. The input image source in 

this example is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse to "match", and right-click the mouse key to select the relevant 

coordinate system in the pop-up window; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area", select the appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the area to be detected on the image, and the search area in this example is a green 

rectangular area; 

4) Move the mouse to the "template area", select an appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the area to be detected on the image. In this example, the round red area is selected as 

the template area; 

5) Select whether to turn on the area filtering function according to the actual 

detection requirements. If the area filtering function needs to be turned on, please set 

"Area Filtering Low Threshold" and "Area Filtering High Threshold" according to the 

actual requirements to improve the stability of the TEST; 

6) Click the "Color Spot Training" key to complete this setting, and click the "Color 

Spot Run" to run the algorithm to obtain the area with the same color component as 

the template in the detection area (the shape surrounded by blue lines is the target 

found by the algorithm); 

7) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Search for Red 

Spots" can be filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

1) The larger the detection range, the longer the processing time, so it is necessary to 

set the corresponding detection range according to the actual requirements of the 

project; 

2) Fill in appropriate filtering conditions to remove unnecessary interference. 
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4.8. Outline 

4.9. Contrast 

Used to indicate the difference between the maximum gray value and the minimum 

gray value in the area pixel: 

1. Example: 

The setting method in the software for calculating the contrast of the hat part in the 

following figure is as follows: 

 

Figure: Contrast Processing 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Associated Image Source 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the location of the detected area 

Tolerance 
Setting the allowable contrast deviation value in the 

detection area 

Output 
Qualified 

The contrast value is within the tolerance range, and 

the result is yes; On the contrary, no 

Output Contrast Output the image contrast in the detection area 
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1) The contrast detection tool is adde into the algorithm flow tree, the input graph is 

associated with the image task, and the correlation is match according to the design 

setting; 

2) Click the detection area column with the mouse, and select an appropriate ROI tool 

to draw a detection box in the area of the required detection comparison degree, such 

as drawing a rectangular ROI area in the hat area in this example; 

3) According to the actual setting of the allowable contrast deviation value range of 

the detection area to the tolerance setting column 

4) Click “Contrast. Run” to run the algorithm separately once; 

5) The module can be renamed in the Rename field, such as "Contrast Value" in this 

example. 

 

4.10. Create ROI 

Creates ROI with specified shape, size and color in the specified area of the image, 

which can be used to mark the image with features. 

 Parameters Description 

Input 

ROI Type Set the ROI type for override 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Fill Is the specified ROI area populated 

Marked feature 

parameters 

Input corresponding parameters according to different 

ROI types 

Edge Width Set the width of the edge 

Color Set the color of the edge 

Transparency Set the transparency of the fill area 

Output 
Success 

Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, 

vice versa; 

Output Area Output Marker Area 

1. Example: 

Use the Create ROI tool to add a "Red Cross" label to the center of the circle when 

the detected circle radius is unqualified. The software setting method is as follows: 
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Figure: Creating ROI Processing 

1) Put the create ROI tool into the False branch (refer to the branch help for usage 

method), and set the required create ROI type as "cross"; 

2) Move the mouse to "Match" and click the right mouse key to associate coordinate 

information in the pop-up window. This example is associated with the "Matching 

Position" output by contour matching. 

3) Move the mouse to the right key of "CrossPoint" and associate it with the center of 

the circle measurement output; 

4) Set the rectangle length, line width, color and transparency of the cross externally 

connected rectangle according to the actual situation; 

5) Click the "Create ROI. Run" key to run the algorithm, and you can see the created 

cross mark on the image; 

6) The module can be renamed in the "Rename" field, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, the "Cross Mark" can be filled in in 

this example.
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4.11. Value 

Used to detect the average gray value in the pixel matrix within the specified area 

image: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Specifies the source of the image that will be used to 

detect Value 

Match 
Matching Correlation, Detection Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 

Detection area 
Setting the position of the area where the Value is to 

be detected 

Tolerance 
Setting an allowable Value deviation value in the 

detection area; 

Output 
Qualified 

If the detected Value value is within the set tolerance 

range, the output result is: Yes, otherwise, the output 

is: No 

Output Contrast Detect the Value of the image in the area 

1、Example: 

The setting method in the software for calculating the Value of the hat part in the 

following figure is as follows: 

 

Figure: Value 
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1) Add the Value detection tool into the algorithm flow tree, associating the input 

graph with the image task, and match the correlation according to the design setting; 

2) Click the detection area column with the mouse, and select an appropriate ROI tool 

to draw a detection box in the Value area to be detected, such as drawing a rectangular 

ROI area in the hat area in this example; 

3) Set the allowable Value deviation value range of the detection area to the tolerance 

setting column according to the actual situation 

4) Click the "Value. Run" key to run the algorithm separately once; 

5) The module can be renamed in the Rename field, such as "Value Value" in this 

example. 

 

4.12. Regional morphology 

The shape of the area can be changed according to the detection requirements. 

  

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Input Area 
Specify the source that will be used to change the 

morphological region 

Method 

Methods to change the gray scale and shape of the 

image: expansion, corrosion, closing, opening, top cap 

transformation and bottom cap transformation 

Template 
Template style to change image gray scale and shape: 

rectangle, circle 

Template 

Width 

Set the width of the morphological template 

Formwork 

Height 

Set the height of the morphological template 

Outp

ut 

Success 
Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, 

vice versa; 

Output 

Image 

Outputting the morphologically processed region 
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1. Example: 

If you need to use the area morphology tool to remove the bulging areas of circular 

black spots in the image, the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Regional Morphology 

1) Move the mouse focus to the "Input Area" field and click the right mouse key to 

select the area source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, 

the image source that needs to be processed in this example is associated with the 

speckle analysis output area; 

2) Move the focus of the mouse to "method" and click, and select the appropriate 

morphological method accord to the actual requirements. For example, the method set 

according to the requirements in this example is as follows: the input area is first 

corroded and then expanded by open operation; 

3) Set the type, height and width of the processing template accord to the actual 

image; 

4) Click the "region morphology run" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once, and the processed region can be output to remove protruding small regions, and 

the roundness of the whole region is better; 
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5）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Open Operation" 

can be filled in. 

 

2. Knowledge Expansion: 

Regarding image processing, in order to achieve stable detection, the key lies in how 

to process images with fewer interference sources. Now let's introduce a 

preprocessing filter, which can improve interference sources that cannot be eliminated 

under optical conditions. When the filter is used to preprocess the original image, the 

larger the image, the longer the processing time. Therefore, it is very important to 

specify the necessary range and then process it with the filter. 

1) Definition of preprocessing: In order to detect through image processing, it is 

essential to obtain high-quality images that meet the requirements in advance. For the 

images obtained by shooting alone, due to the influence of light source type, 

workpiece material, shooting environment and other factors, the expected images 

cannot be obtained sometimes, or the detection results are not stable enough. 

Therefore, by using the image filter, the image can be processed (converted) in 

accordance with the use purpose. This is called image preprocessing. Through 

preprocessing, the image can be clearer, the specific elements (shape, color, etc.) The 

meet the purpose can be highlighted, and unnecessary elements (interference sources) 

can be eliminated. The preprocessing using filters can use image processing devices 

or computer photo modification software and many other aspects. There are many 

kinds of filters, so it is very important to fully understand their respective 

characteristics and use appropriate filters. 

 

2）Expansion filter: It is a filter that eliminates interference source components 
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(defects) that are not needed for image processing. Specifically, the shade value of the 

center pixel of 3 × 3 is replaced by the shade value with the highest shade among the 

9 pixels. When an expansion filter is applied to a black-and-white image, as long as 

there is a white pixel around the center pixel of 3 × 3, all 9 pixels will be replaced 

with white. 

3) Shrinkage filter: Shrinkage filter is also a filter that helps to eliminate interference 

source components. Contrary to the expansion filter, it replaces the shade value of the 

central pixel of 3 × 3 with the shade value with the lowest shade of the 9 pixels. When 

a contraction filter is applied to a black-and-white image, as long as there is a black 

pixel around the center pixel of 3 × 3, all 9 pixels will be replaced with black. 

 

 

4) Open operation: The process of corrosion before expansion is called open 

operation. It is used to eliminate small objects, separate objects at slender points, 

smooth the boundaries of larger objects without significantly changing their area. 
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5) Closing operation: The process of expanding first and then corroding is called 

closing operation. It is used to fill small voids in the body of a substance, connect 

adjacent objects, smooth its boundaries without significantly changing its area. 

  

6) The top cap operation and the bottom cap operation are peculiar to the grayscale 

image, The principle is that the opening operation will eliminate the summit. How 

much is the specific elimination? The original image can be subtracted from the 

opening operation result, so that the eliminated part can be obtained. This process 

becomes the top cap operation. The top cap is the summit eliminated by the opening 

operation. This part corresponds to the brighter part of the image, also known as the 

white top cap. 
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7) The bottom cap operation is to subtract the original image from the result of the 

closing operation to obtain the bottom part filled by the closing operation, which 

corresponds to the darker part of the image, also known as the black bottom cap. 
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5. Measurement 

5.1. Angle measurement 

The angle measuring tool calculates the angle between the given two straight lines 

according to the position coordinates of the straight lines. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Line 1 Reference to the coordinate position of the first straight line 

Line 2 Reference to the coordinate position of the second straight line 

Direction 
Line 1 To Line 2: Line 1 to Line 2 angle; Line 2 To Line 1: Line 

2 to Line 1 angle; 

Tolerance Set the upper and lower limits of the display angle 

Output 

Qualified 

Valid is displayed when the tolerance is set, Yes is displayed 

when the tolerance setting value is qualified, and No is 

displayed vice versa. 

Angle Output Angle Value Size 

Angle fixed 

point 

Coordinate position XY at the included angle formed by two 

straight lines 

Result 

Callout 

The angle formed by the two straight lines is displayed. 

1、Example: 
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Figure: Angle Measurement 

If you need to use the angle measuring tool to calculate the included angle between 

the left edge and the lower left edge, the software setting method is as follows: 

1) Move the mouse to the position of Line 1, click the right mouse key, and select the 

source of Line 1 position. Line 1 is associated with Edge Finding 1 in this example; 

Click the right mouse key, and select the source of Line 2 position. Line 2 is 

associated with Edge Finding 2 in this example; 

2) Appropriate "direction" and "tolerance". It is recommended to fill in the 

appropriate value according to the actual situation. 

3) Click the "angle measurement run" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once to obtain angle measurement information; 

4) The module can be renamed in the "Rename" column, which is helpful to 

understand the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, "left and 

lower left straight line angles" can be filled in. 

 

5.2. Circle fitting 

Used to fit coordinate points on known arcs on images into circles: 

 Parameters Description 

Input 
Enter Point 

List 

Specifies the coordinate point information on the arc 

to be used for fitting 
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Remove 

anomaly points 

Set whether to turn on the function of eliminating 

abnormal points 

Anomaly 

threshold 

Setting a threshold for removing anomalies 

Output 

Success 
If the tool runs successfully, the output result is Yes; 

otherwise, the output is No 

Average 

deviation 

Output Average Deviation Value of Coordinate Point 

Data on Arc 

Maximum 

deviation 

Output the Maximum Deviation Value of Coordinate 

Point Data on Arc 

Maximum 

deviation point 

Output the maximum deviation value of coordinate 

point data on the arc coordinate point 

Center of 

circle 

Output the center coordinates of the circle fitted by 

the coordinate points on the input arc 

Radius of 

circle 

Output the circle radius of the circle fitted by the 

coordinate points on the input arc. 

Result Flags Show the outline of the fitted circle 

1. Example: 

Using the center coordinates of each spot in the image obtained by spot analysis (refer 

to the help of spot analysis), the center coordinate position of the spot is fitted. The 

setting method in the software is as follows: 

 

Figure: Circle Fitting 
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1) Use List loop, data selection, spot feature and data set tools to obtain all spot center 

coordinate information in that image, adding a circle fitting tool to an algorithm flow 

tree, and associating the input point list with the data set; 

2) Selete whether or not to turn on that function of remove the abnormal point and the 

threshold value of the abnormal point according to the actual situation; 

3) Click the "Circle Fitting. Run" key to run the algorithm alone once, and the fitted 

circle information can be observed on the image; 

4) The module can be renamed in the Rename field; 

 

5.3 Circular measurement 

Scan in any direction within the set detection range to detect the circle. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference image source, which needs to be associated 

with the image source of the detection circle 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 

Detection 

area 

Set the detection range in the image 

Low 

Threshold 

Set the threshold value and set the black and white 

binarization parameters (0-255) for the image. The 

parameters cannot be higher than the high threshold 

value. 

High 

Threshold 

Set the threshold value and set the black-and-white 

binarization parameters (0-255) for the image. The 

parameters cannot be lower than the low threshold 

value. 

Detection 

radius 

ON: Judge the radius of the circle when opening; OFF: 

Do not judge the radius of the circle when closing 

Radius 

tolerance 

Set the upper and lower limits of radius tolerance 
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Output 

Radius The size of the detected circle radius is output in pixels 

Center Point 
The X, Y coordinate position of that center point of the 

detect circle are output with pixel points 

Qualified 
Valid for tolerance setting, yes within the upper and 

lower limits of tolerance setting, and no vice versa 

Result 

Callout 

Circle display, the result circle display is within the 

detection range 

 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the circle measuring tool to search out the circle information of the 

"white circle" in the image, the software sets the method. 

 

Figure: Circular Measurement 

1) Move the mouse focus to the "Input Picture" column, and click the right mouse key 

to select the image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. The input 

image source required for circle measurement in this example is associated with the 

image task; 

2) Move the mouse focus to "Detection Area" and click, select the appropriate ROI 

tool in the "ROI" toolbar according to the characteristics of the template image, and 

draw the required detection area range on the image. In this example, select the 

detection range of the area where the circle ROI tool "searches" in the image 
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according to the requirements. 

3) Fill in the appropriate "low threshold", "high threshold", "detection radius" and 

"radius tolerance" accord to the actual detection requirements. It is suggest to fill in 

the appropriate values accord to the actual detection requirements, 

4) Click the "circle measurement run" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once to obtain circle measurement information; 

5) The module can be renamed in the "Rename" field, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, "Circle Measurement" can be filled 

in in this example; 

 

5.4. Contour distance 

5.5. Edge-to-Line 

5.6. Ellipse measurement 

5.7. Linear fitting 

A method for fit coordinate points on a known straight line on an image into a straight 

line: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Point List 
Specifies the coordinate point information on the line 

to be used for fitting 

Remove 

anomaly points 

Set whether to turn on the function of eliminating 

abnormal points 

Anomaly 

threshold 

Setting a threshold for removing anomalies 

Output 

Success 
If the tool runs successfully, the output result is Yes; 

otherwise, the output is No 

Average 

deviation 

Output Average Deviation Value of Coordinate Point 

Data on Arc 

Maximum 

deviation 

Output the Maximum Deviation Value of Coordinate 

Point Data on Arc 
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Maximum 

deviation point 

Output the maximum deviation value of coordinate 

point data on the arc coordinate point 

Fitting line Output the line starting and ending coordinates fitted 

by the input line coordinate points 

Result Flags Show the outline of the fitting line 

1. Example: 

Using the center coordinates of each spot in the image obtained by spot analysis (refer 

to the help of spot analysis), the linear coordinate position of the spot is fitted. The 

setting method in the software is as follows: 

 

Figure: Line Fitting 

1) Use List loop, data selection, spot feature and data set tools to obtain all spot center 

coordinate information in that image, adding a circle fitting tool to an algorithm flow 

tree, and associating the input point list with the data set; 

2) Selete whether or not to turn on that function of remove the abnormal point and the 

threshold value of the abnormal point according to the actual situation; 

3) Click the "Line Fitting. Run" key to run the algorithm alone once, and the fitted 

line information can be observed on the image; 

4) The module can be renamed in the Rename fie 
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5.8. Intersection point of line and circle 

Used to get the intersection of a line and a circle. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Line Specify Line Source 

Center of circle Specify the source of the circle 

Radius of circle 

Reference the circle radius source, specifying the radius 

of the circle that will be used to find the intersection of 

lines and circles. 

Method 

Near the starting point: find the intersection point near the 

starting point; 

Away from the starting point: find the intersection point 

away from the starting point; 

Near the center point: find the intersection point near the 

center point; 

Away from the center point: find the intersection point 

away from the center point; 

ALL: Find all intersection points between line and circle; 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, vice 

versa; 

Intersection point 
Coordinates of the coordinate position of the intersection 

point of the output line and the circle 

Marker point Cross mark intersection 

1. Example: 

Find the intersection point of the following graph line and circle, and the software 

setting are as follows: 

A. Use the combination of "spot analysis" and "spot characteristics" to obtain the 

center points of the crosses in the upper left corner and the upper right corner (see 

spot analysis and spot characteristics for usage methods); 
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Figure: Looking for the Cross Center 

 

B. The two center points use the "point-to-point distance" to fit the straight line 

(please look at the point-to-point distance for the usage method); 

 

Figure: Center Point Fitting Line 

 

C. Find a circle (please see the circle measurement for the usage method); 
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Figure: Find a Circle 

D. Find an intersection point; 

 

Figure: Intersection of Line and Circle 

1) Move the mouse to "Line" and select the associated line. This example is 

associated with the "Point-to-Point Distance" output line. 

2) Move the mouse to the "center of the circle" and the "radius of the circle", which 

are respectively associate with the center point and the radius output by the "circle 

measurement"; 
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3) Move the mouse to "Method" and select the corresponding method according to the 

actual requirements. In this example, select "All"; 

4) Click "Line-Circle Intersection. Run" to run the algorithm and output the 

intersection coordinates; 

5) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm.5.9. Edge finding 

Used to obtain the outline of a straight line; 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Reference Image Source 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area The area in the image where the edge needs to be found 

Edge Type 

All: Automatically judge the boundary between white 

to black and black to white; 

Black to White: The Boundary between Black and 

White; 

White to Black: The Boundary between White and 

Black; 

Low 

Threshold 

Set the threshold value and set the black-and-white 

binarization parameter of the image (0-255) 

High 

Threshold 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, 

vice versa; 

Output Line Output the X, Y, angle values of the straight line 

Result Callout Show found lines 

1. Example: 

Use "Edge Find" to find the "Left Line" in the image. The software sets the method: 
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Figure: Edge Search Processing 

1) Move the mouse to "Enter Picture" and click the right mouse key to select the 

image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. This example is 

associated with the image task. 

2) Move the mouse to the "detection area", select an appropriate ROI tool, and draw 

the area range to be detected on the image. The detection area in this example is a red 

rectangular frame; 

3) Fill in appropriate "edge type", "low threshold" and "high threshold" according to 

actual detection requirements; 

4) Click "Edge Find. Run" key to run the algorithm to obtain the output line 

coordinates; 

5) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Left Line" can be 

filled in. 

 

2. Precautions 

When the selected ROI tool is " ", you can click on the attribute window of the 

toolbar to change the direction, height, width and other information of the attribute, as 

shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Edge Find ROI Setting 

 

3. Knowledge Expansion 

Edge refers to the boundary that separates bright and dark areas in the image. To 

detect edges, we must deal with the boundaries between these different shadows. 

 

  

Figure: Edge Explanation 

 

5.10. Measurement 

Scanning in any direction within the set detection range to detect a plurality of edges. 
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Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Reference Image Source 

Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area The area in the image to be measured 

Smooth 

Mean smoothing is used to filter interference items 

such as burrs. The set value is 0.1 ~ 10. The larger the 

value, the stronger the elimination of interference 

items. Appropriate application of smoothing can 

optimize vertex finding capability. 

Threshold 

Set the threshold value and set the black-and-white 

binarization parameters (0-255) within the image 

detection range. 

Accuracy 

Low: low recognition accuracy; 

Medium: medium recognition accuracy; 

High: high recognition accuracy; 

Scale 
Correction Actual Value; 

Default value: 1.00000; 

Edge Type 

All: Detect the boundary between white to black and 

black to white; 

Black to White: Detect from Black to White to 

Boundary; 

White to Black: Detect from White to Black to 

Boundary; 

Edge pair 
ON:; 

OFF: default state; 

Edge Selection 

All: The default state detects the distance between the 

two edges; Start: detect that initial edge of the range; 

Last: the edge of the end of the detection range; 

First-last: Detects the first edge to the last edge in the 
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range; Center: Detects the distance between the same 

two edge pixels in the range. 

Quantity Number of Detected Edge 

Distance 

tolerance 

Set the tolerance of upper and lower limits of edge 

diameter distance; 

Spacing 

tolerance 

It is valid when the edge pair is opened, and the upper 

and lower limit tolerances of the edge pair spacing are 

set; 

Output 

Qualified 

Valid when the tolerance is turned on. Within the 

tolerance range, "Yes" is displayed for qualification, 

and "No" is displayed for vice versa. 

Distance Output in pixels, output the distance between edges 

Spacing 
Output in pixels, output edge pairs measure the 

spacing between edges 

Result Callout 
Double arrow labeling, displayed within the detection 

range 

1、Example: 

If you need to use a measuring tool to measure that size of the "PIN needle" in the 

image, the software set the method 

 

Figure: Measurement 
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1）Move the mouse focus to the "Input Picture" column, and click the right mouse 

key to select the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. The 

input image source that needs to be measured in this example is associated with the 

image task; 

2）Mouse focus moved to the "detection area" click, in the "ROI" toolbar according 

to the template image characteristics to select the appropriate ROI tool, draw the 

required detection area range on the image, this example according to the 

requirements to select the rectangular ROI tool in the image "PIN needle" area 

detection range; 

3）According to the actual detection requirements to fill in the appropriate "smooth", 

"threshold", "accuracy", "scale", "edge type", "edge pair", "edge selection", "quantity", 

"distance tolerance", "spacing tolerance", it is recommended to fill in the appropriate 

value according to the actual detection requirements; 

4）Click the "Measurement Run" key to run the algorithm module alone once to 

obtain the size information; 

5) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Measure PIN 

Needle Distance" can be filled in. 

 

5.11. Line-Line intersection 

The line-line intersection tool gives the intersection information between two straight 

lines after learning the template according to the position coordinates of the straight 

lines. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 
Line 1 Reference to the coordinates of the first line 

Line 2 Reference to the coordinates of the second line 

Output 
Success 

Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, 

vice versa; 

Intersection point Coordinate position of intersection point of line 1 
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and line 2 

Result Callout 
Line display, showing at the intersection point of line 

1 and line 2 

 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the Line-Line Intersection Tool to obtain the coordinates of the 

intersection point between the left edge and the lower left hypotenuse, the software 

setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Line-Line Intersection Processing 

1) Move the mouse to Line 1, click the right mouse key, and select the location source, 

this example is associated with Edge Find 1; Move the mouse to Line 2, and select the 

location source, this example is associated with Edge Find 2; 

2) Click the "line-line intersection point. Run" key to run the algorithm to obtain the 

intersection point coordinate; 

3）In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, the "intersection 

point of the left straight line and the lower right straight line" can be filled in.
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5.12. Line-to-Line 

The line-to-line tool calculates the distance between two straight lines according to 

the position coordinates of the straight lines. 

     
Parameters Description 

Input 

Line 1 Reference to the coordinate position of the first straight line 

Line 2 
Reference to the coordinate position of the second straight 

line 

Scale Set the proportion, minimum is 0 and maximum is 100 

Tolerance 
Set the upper and lower limits of the display distance (pixel 

value) 

Output 

Qualified 

Valid is displayed when the tolerance is set, Yes is 

displayed when the tolerance setting value is qualified, and 

No is displayed vice versa. 

Distance Display distance size values in pixels 

Vertical point Vertical point coordinate position perpendicular to line 2 

Result 

Callout 

Line display, showing the distance range between line 1 

and line 2 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the Line-to-Line tool to calculate the left and right edge distances, 

the software setting method is as follows: 
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Figure: Line to Line 

1) Move the mouse to the position of Line 1, click the right mouse key, and select the 

source of Line 1 position. Line 1 is associated with Edge Finding 1 in this example; 

Click the right mouse key, and select the source of Line 2 position. Line 2 is 

associated with Edge Finding 2 in this example; 

2) Fill in the appropriate "Scale" and "Tolerance", and it is recommended to fill in the 

appropriate value according to the actual situation; 

3) Click the "line-to-line run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 

obtain line-to-line distance information; 

4) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, the "left-to-right 

straight distance" can be filled in. 

 

5.13. Vertex Search 

It is used to find vertices and feedback the coordinate information of vertices. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input Enter Picture Reference Image Source 
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Match Matching associated coordinate system 

Detection area Set the detection vertex target area 

Smooth 

Mean smoothing is used to filter interference items 

such as burrs. The set value is 0.1 ~ 10. The larger the 

value, the stronger the elimination of interference 

items. The ability to find vertex can be optimized by 

apply smoothing appropriately 

Threshold 
Find the grayscale value of the vertex, which ranges 

from 0 to 255 

Accuracy 

The ability to find the exact position of vertices, the 

higher the accuracy, the more accurate the position 

and the longer the time. 

Output 

Success 
Success sign, successful operation, the result is yes, 

vice versa; 

Vertex Output Vertex Coordinate Position 

Marker point Cros mark vertex 

1. Example: 

Use the vertex search function to find out the top coordinate information of the tube 

angle in the following figure. The software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Vertex Search Processing 
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1) Move the mouse to "Input Picture" and select the source of the picture. The picture 

required in this example is associated with the image task picture. 

2) Move the mouse to "Match" and right click to select the associated coordinates in 

the pop-up window. In this example, there are no associated coordinates; 

3) Move the mouse to the "detection area", selecting an appropriate ROI tool, and 

draw the range of the detection area on the image; 

5) Fill in "smoothness", "threshold" and "accuracy" according to the actual detection 

requirements. It is suggested to fill in appropriate values according to the actual 

detection requirements, which can improve the stability of the TEST; 

6) Click the "vertex search. Run" key to run the algorithm and output the vertex 

position coordinate; 

7) The module can be renamed in the "Rename" field, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Ping Foot Vertex 

Position" can be filled in. 

 

5.14. Point-to-line distance 

The Point-to-Line Distance tool calculates the distance between the point and the 

straight line according to the coordinates of the point and the straight line position. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Dot 
The point coordinate position of the object referencing the 

object 

Line 
The coordinate position of the straight line of the object 

referencing the object 

Scale Set the proportion, minimum is 0 and maximum is 100 

Tolerance 
Set the upper and lower limits of the display distance 

(pixel value) 

Output 
Qualified 

Valid is displayed when the tolerance is set, Yes is 

displayed when the tolerance setting value is qualified, and 

No is displayed vice versa. 

Distance Display distance size values in pixels 
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Vertical 

point 

Vertical point coordinate position perpendicular to the line 

Result 

Callout 

Line display, showing the distance between the point and 

the line. 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the Point-to-Line Distance Tool to calculate the distance from the 

center of the circle to the edge, the software setting method is as follows: 

1) Move the mouse to the point position, click the right mouse key, and select the 

point position source. The required point in this example is associated with Circle 

Measurement 2; Click the right mouse key, and select the line position source. The 

required line in this example is associated with Edge Find 1; 

2) Fill in the appropriate "Scale" and "Tolerance", and it is recommended to fill in the 

appropriate value according to the actual situation; 

3) Click the "point-to-line distance run" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once to obtain the point-to-line distance information; 

4) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Distance between 

Center of Circle and Straight Line" can be filled in. 

 

5.15. Point-to-point distance 

Used to calculate the distance between two points and the midpoint position. 

 

Figure: Point-to-Line Distance 
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Parameters Description 

Input 

Point 1 Reference to the coordinates of the first point 

Point 2 Reference to the coordinates of the second point 

Distance 

Type 

Euclid: the distance between two points;X distance: the X 

coordinate distance between two points; 

Y distance; The Y coordinate distance between two points; 

Scale Set the proportion, minimum is 0 and maximum is 100 

Tolerance Set the range of upper and lower limits of distance 

Output 

Qualified 
The distance is within the tolerance range, the result is yes, 

and vice versa 

Midpoint The midpoint coordinate between two points 

Line 

The point group is fitted into a straight line, and the 

coordinates are the starting point and the ending point 

respectively. 

Distance Output distance according to distance type 

Result 

Callout 

Display the point-to-point distance on the image screen 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the point-to-point distance tool to measure the distance between the 

two centers, the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Point-to-Point Distance 
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1) Move the mouse to the source of point 1, which is associated with circle 

measurement 1 as required in this example; 

2) Move the mouse to the source of point 2, which is associated with circle 

measurement 2 as required in this example; 

3) Select the required distance from the distance type. You can select two-point 

distance, two-point X distance and two-point Y distance 

4) Set the upper and lower limits of the distance, which is qualified in the range of 

178 ~ 198 as shown in the above figure; 

5) Click the "Point-to-Point Distance Run" key to run the algorithm module 

separately once to obtain point-to-point information (including the midpoint of two 

points, the line composed of two points and the distance);
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6. Defects 

6.1. Profile defects 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image 

source to be used for contour defect detection 

Match 
Matching association is mainly related to position 

information to realize coordinate following. 

Detection 

area 

Set the target detection area 

Direction 

Search the outline direction, from top to bottom, from 

bottom to top, from left to right, from right to left four 

types 

Method 

One method of contour detection is fixed contour and 

the other is dynamic contour. The so-called fixed 

outline represents 

Registered outline coordinates are fixed. On the 

contrary, it is dynamic contour. 

Threshold Gray intervals forming contours 

Edge 

Connection 

Intermittent edges can be connected through this 

setting. Set value range 0-255 

Smooth 

Contour smoothness. The smoothness of a certain 

position exceeds the set value and indicates that the 

profile of the position is defective. 

Tolerance 

Setting Tolerance Value 

Upper limit: set the upper limit difference value of the 

allowable defect number to deviate from the 

intermediate value 

Median Value: sets the median value of the number of 
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allowable defects 

Lower limit: set the lower limit difference value of the 

allowable defect number deviating from the 

intermediate value 

Output 

Success Success flag 

Outline 

Annotation 

Show Outline Marks 

1. Example: 

 

Figure: Profile Defect 

1) Input a moving mouse picture, click that right mouse key, select the source of the 

picture, and the picture require in this example is associated with the image task 

picture; select match, click the right mouse key, and select the contour matching 

position to be associated; 

2) Selete an area to be detected; 

3) Set the outline direction, and select from left to right in this example; 

4) According to that actual setting of parameter, method and threshold value, edge 

connection and smoothing; 

5) Click the "contour defect. Training" and "contour defect. Run" keys in turn to run 

the algorithm module separately once to obtain the trained contour benchmark; 
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6) In the "Rename" field, the module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using the algorithm. For example, in this example, "Edge Integrity 

Detection" can be filled in. 

 

6.2. Round defect 

 

6.3. Color detection 

Used for detecting whether the image color value in the current detection area and the 

previously trained standard image color difference value are within the set tolerance 

range: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture Image input port for detection 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 

Detection area 
The location of the area where the color difference 

needs to be detected 

Tolerance 
Standard Value of Color Difference and Allowable 

Difference Value 

Chromatic 

aberration 

The color difference value between the recognized 

color and the trained standard color at the current 

detection area position 

Qualified Yes: the currently detected color difference value is 

within the set fault tolerance range; 

No: The currently detected color difference value 

exceeds the set fault tolerance range; 

1. Example: 

If it is necessary to use the color detection tool to detect the color difference in the 

current detection area, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

1) To use this algorithm tool to detect color aberration, the training of standard 
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colors needs to be completed first. The method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Color Detection 

A. Color detection tool is added to the algorithm flow tree to associate the input end 

of the input picture with the image task image; 

B. Select an appropriate ROI tool to draw a detection area on the current standard 

image; 

C. Set tolerance values according to the possible color difference range of actual 

products; 

D. Click the color detection training key with the mouse to save the image color value 

in the current detection area as a standard color value; 

2) After the above color training is complete, the method for detecting the color 

difference value in the current area is as follows: 
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Figure: Color Detection 

a. Drawing a detection area on the position of the product to be detected; 

b. Click the Color Detection Run key to execute the tool once, and you can see that 

the current color value exceeds the set tolerance value, so the algorithm of the 

tool is displayed as No, and you can rename the tool in the Rename field to 

facilitate understanding the purpose of using the tool. 

 

6.4. Comparison 

The comparison tool records the product features according to the shape 

characteristics of the target, learns the template, and compares it with other matched 

products. 

  

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

to be used for contour matching 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 
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Detection 

area 

Set the target detection area, and the software will search 

for images similar to the template area in the search area. 

Value 

correction 

Setting whether to perform Value correction 

Edge Width Set the edge width value of the comparison area 

Contrast 
Setting the contrast value of the image in the detection 

target area 

Area 
Set the minimum area of defects to be detected by 

comparing the area area 

Output 
Success 

Success sign, the comparison result is yes, otherwise it is 

no; 

Marked Area Can be set to display or not display the marker area 

1. Example: 

If you need to use a comparison tool to compare whether there are defects in the 

printed trademark "MICROMARCH", the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Comparison 

1) Move the mouse focus to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to 

select the image source required to be associated in the pop-up window. For example, 

the image source required to read the code in this example is associated with the 

image task; 
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2) Move the mouse focus to the "match" field and click the right mouse key to select 

the coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function that need to be associated in the pop-up window. This example is associated 

with the "match position" output by contour matching; 

3) Move the focus of the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the 

appropriate ROI tool in the "ROI" toolbar according to the feature of the image to be 

detected, and draw the target area range to be compared on the image. The larger the 

area range to be compared, the longer the running time of the algorithm will be, so it 

is necessary to set the appropriate comparison area according to the actual situation. 

In this example, the rectangular ROI tool is selected to draw a red rectangular box in 

the area where the trademark "MICROMARCH" is located in the image. 

4) Fill in the value of "Value correction", "contrast" and "area" according to the actual 

situation; 

5) Click the "Comparison Training" key to save the image in the current target area as 

a standard image in the software to complete the comparison setting; 

6) Click the "Run by Comparison" key to run the algorithm module separately once; 

7) In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "Trademark Defect 

Detection" can be filled in. 

8) Click the "add learning" key to add the current detection area image to the standard 

image template for the current detection algorithm; 

 

2、Note: 

1) Support the addition and training of new standard images; 

2) The larger the comparison area, the larger the computation amount required by the 

software, and the longer the implementation time of the algorithm; 

3. Comparison of image processing results: 
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Figure: Defective Figure 

 

6.5. Scatter comparison 

6.6. Linear defects 

6.7. Area comparison 
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7. Reader 

7.1. Classifier 

7.2. Color classification 

For identifying the color type of the image in the detection area in the current image: 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Color Category 
For pre-training the number of color types to be 

identified 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 

Detection area Location of color area to be identified 

Training 

Methods 

ALL: When the training key is clicked, the number of 

sub-colors of all color types will be trained at one time. 

1: When the training key is clicked, the software only 

trains the sub-colors of bit 1 in the color area 

2: When the training key is clicked, the software only 

trains the sub-colors of bit 2 in the color area 

… … 

8: When the training key is clicked, the software only 

trains the sub-colors of bit 8 in the color area 

Chromatic 

aberration 

Promised Color Variation 

Color regionn Location of the area of the color class n to be trained 

Color Names n Color RangenColor name for the corresponding color 

Output 

Color Name The color name identified by the current detection area 

position 

Color Index The index corresponding to the color identified at the 

current detection area position 
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Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the color classification tool to identify the color type in the current 

detection area, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

1). Before using this algorithm tool to identify colors, the training of color types needs 

to be completed in advance. The methods are as follows: 

 

Figure: Color Name 

A. A color classification tool is added to the algorithm process tree to associate the 

input end of the input picture with the image task image; 

B. Observe the image and finding that there are 5 types of color types, so setting the 

color types in the color classification to 5, the software will automatically generate 5 

color area training ends and corresponding color name input ends; 

C. Current image has 5 color types that can be detected at one time, so the training 

mode can be set to All, i.e. 5 color types can be trained at one time (when all color 

types cannot be accommodated in the field of vision at the same time, the current 

serial number should be corresponding to the color area to be trained at present); 

D The mouse selects the color area 1, selects the appropriate ROI tool to draw the 

color area on the corresponding color, and can customize the corresponding color 

name in the color area name; 

E Repeat step 4 to complete training of other color types; 

2) After the above color training is complete, the method for identifying the color 
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types in the current detection area is as follows: 

 

Figure: Color Recognition 

A. Draw a detection area on the position of the product to be detected, such as 

drawing a black area on the green color block in this example; 

B. Click the Color Classification Run key to execute the tool once. You can see that 

the output of the color name is consistent with the color name saved during previous 

training. In the Rename field, you can rename the tool to facilitate understanding the 

purpose of using the tool. This example can be renamed: Color Recognition. 

 

7.3. Code reading 

The code reading tool can read bar codes and QR codes. 

  

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter Picture 
Reference the image source, specifying the image source 

that will be used to read the code 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 
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Detection area 
Setting a target image area for parsing encoded 

information 

Code reading 

type 

Select whether you want to read a bar code or a QR Code 

Code reading 

type 

It is used to set the current code type to be resolved. At 

present, this software supports QR, DataMatrix and bar 

code 

Polarity For setting the polarity of the encoded background image 

Mirror image 

If there is a mirror image in that image, this function can 

transform the image and then use it to analyze and encode 

the image. If there is a mirror image in the image, the 

image can be used to analyze and encode the image 

Gap 

This parameter is set according to the gap between image 

coding feature point information, and is divided into three 

grades: small, medium and large 

Sensitivity 
Specify the sensitivity of software parsing codes, which is 

divided into three levels: low, medium and high. 

Timeout 

Setting 

It is used to set the maximum time for software to parse 

the code. If the set time is exceeded, the software will 

enter a timeout event and continue to parse the code will 

be abandoned. 

Output 

Success 
Success mark, the coding information analyzed by the 

successful result on the image is yes, otherwise it is no; 

Identification 

Data 

The encoding information contained in the encoding in 

the image parsed by the software is empty if the encoding 

content is not parsed 

Recognition 

area 

You can set information such as the color of the area 

where the coding information is located and whether to 

display it after the analysis is successful according to the 

requirements 

1. Example: 

If the QR Code information in the image needs to be read out by using the code 
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reading tool, the software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Code Reading 

1）Move the mouse focus to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to 

select the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. For 

example, the image source that needs to read the code in this example is associated 

with the image task; 

2）Move the mouse focus to the "Matching" field and click the right mouse key to 

select the coordinate information output by the required associated coordinate 

transformation and positioning function in the pop-up window. This example is 

associated with the "Matching Position" output by contour matching. 

3）Mouse focus moved to the "detection area" click, in the "ROI" toolbar according 

to the template image characteristics to select the appropriate ROI tool, on the image 

to draw the required decoding target area range, the larger the required detection area 

range, the longer the algorithm will run, so it is necessary to set the appropriate 

decoding area according to the actual. In this example, the rectangular ROI tool is 

selected to draw a red rectangular box in the area where the "QR Code" is located in 

the image. 

4）Fill in that appropriate "code read type", "polarity", "mirror", "gap", "sensitivity" 

and "timeout set" according to the actual situation, Wrong parameters may affect the 
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final inability to analyze the coded information, so please select the appropriate 

parameters according to the actual situation. For example, the coded information to be 

analyzed in this example is similar to QR Code and QR code, the background polarity 

is white, there is no mirror image in the image, so no, the gap is small by default, the 

sensitivity is low by default, and the timeout time is 1000 by default. 

5）Click the "Code Reading Operation" key to run the algorithm module separately 

once, and the corresponding coding information can be analyzed; 

6）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to understand 

the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, "QR Code 

Reading" can be filled in. 

 

2. Knowledge Expansion: 

1）2-dimensional bar code definition: it records data symbol information with a 

specific geometric figure distributed in a plane (2-dimensional bar code direction) 

according to a certain rule in black and white graphics; In the code compilation, the 

concepts of "0" and "1" bit streams, which constitute the internal logic basis of the 

computer, are skillfully used, and several geometric shapes corresponding to binary 

are used to represent the literal numerical information. 

2) According to the principle classification, the concept of "0" and "1" bit streams, 

which constitute the internal logic basis of the computer, are skillfully used in code 

compilation, and several geometric shapes corresponding to binary are used to 

represent the numerical information of characters, which are automatically read by 

image input device or photoelectric scanning device to realize automatic information 

processing. Among many kinds of 2D bar codes, the commonly used code systems 

are: Data Matrix, MaxiCode, Aztec, QR Code, Vericode, PDF417, Ultracode, Code 49, 

Code 16K, etc. QR Code was invented by DW Company of Japan in 1994. QR comes 

from the abbreviation of "Quick Response" in English, which means quick response, 

and comes from the inventor's hope that QR codes can enable their contents to be 

decoded quickly. QR codes are most common in Japan and South Korea. It is also the 

most popular 2D space bar code in Japan. 
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A.QR CODE  

One of the 2D bar codes is a QR Code with extremely high recognition and is 

beneficial to consumers. It can hold a considerable amount of information in a limited 

area, up to 2,953 bytes, 4,296 alphanumeric or 7,089 digits. In addition to its huge 

storage potential, QR CODE is also one of the barcodes with the most stable 

functions, which can scan out relevant information even if the image quality is very 

poor. It is widely used in mobile phones, hand-held scanners and other devices. 

DATA MATRIX  

DATA MATRIX can compress and store information. This compression ratio is 

based on the number of text or binary requirements (up to 2218 ASCII characters). 

The smallest DATA MATRIX bar code can handle 50 characters in just a few 

millimeters. This kind of bar code is seldom used in the consumer population, and is 

more common in the internal use of companies and companies. 

C.PDF417  

PDF417 is the most common 2D bar code and is widely used in ID cards, 

transportation and inventory management systems. Its big data capability enables it to 

handle 1,850 ASCII characters and flexible error correction. These attributes enable it 

to process personal information and other data accurately and at the same time in 

harsh environment. 
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3) Barcode definition: It is a graphic identifier that arranges a plurality of black bars 

and blanks with different widths according to certain coding rules to express a group 

of information. Common bar codes are parallel line patterns formed by black strips 

(short for strips) and white strips (short for empty) with large reflectivity differences. 

Bar codes can mark many information such as the country of production, 

manufacturer, commodity name, production date, book classification number, mail 

starting and ending place, category, date, etc. Therefore, they are widely used in many 

fields such as commodity circulation, book management, postal management, banking 

system, etc. 

4) Barcode classification: 

A.CODE 128  

This is a 1D bar code called CODE 128 because it can encode the entire ASCII 

128 character set. What is even more novel is that it can also have the ability to 

encode characters with very low density like other 1D bar codes. The combination of 

density and diversity has contributed to its extensive use: for example, shipping, 

packaging and transportation. 

B. CODE 39 (CODE 3 OF 9)  

Its name comes from CODE 128, which is somewhat similar and is named 
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according to the number of characters it can encode. But so far, the number of 

characters it can encode has expanded from 39 to 43 (0 to 9, A to Z, plus a few special 

symbols). Its density is slightly lower than that of CODE 128, but it is worth noting 

that CODE 39 is used as a standard barcode by the U.S. Department of Defense, and 

CODE 39 is also applied to the barcode committee of the health industry and the 

automation industry. 

C.UPC/EAN  

It can be said that bar codes have been widely used for a long time. UPC: 

Universal Product Code; EAN: European item number. It is widely used in 

point-of-sale retail systems and can identify daily consumer goods. The biggest 

difference between UPC and EAN is that the former uses 1 digit (0 to 9) while the 

latter uses 2 digits (00 to 99). In order to ensure the unique identification of retail 

goods, the values of UPC and EAN bar codes are uniformly set by the International 

Committee. This will have certain limitations for developers, but due to the huge 

market demand and extensive application, it is also worth a try. 

 

7.4. Deep learning 

7.5. Character Recognition 

Character recognition tool is to recognize characters such as numbers, English letters 

and the like in the target area. 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 

Enter 

Picture 

Reference the image source, specifying the image source to 

be used for character recognition 

Match 
Matching Association, Search Region Coordinate 

Transformation Coordinate System 

Detection 

area 

Set the target detection area and specify the area where the 

characters to be recognized by the software are located. 
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Single 

Character 

Set the size of a single character 

Font 

Set the font corresponding to the target character to be 

recognized. The following fonts are built in this software. 

Printed (0-9): Printed fonts with numbers 0-9 

Printed (0-9A-Z): Printed fonts with numbers 0-9 and A-Z 

Dot matrix (0-9 +): dot matrix font with digits 0-9 

Dot matrix (0-9A-Z): Dot matrix font with digits 0-9 and 

A-Z 

Industrial (0-9): Industrial fonts with digits 0-9 

Industrial (0-9A-Z): Industrial font with digits 0-9A-Z 

Character 

Set the character currently recognized from the current area 

to be compared with the preset standard character. When 

the recognized character is consistent with the preset 

character, the successful flag of the algorithm is: Yes, 

otherwise, the flag is: No 

Number of 

Rows Read 

Set the number of character lines detected in the detection 

area 

Polarity 

Set character polarity 

Black: the background attribute of the target area, if the 

background is black 

White: background attribute of the target area; if the 

background is white 

Dot matrix 

character 

Yes: Can you turn on the dot matrix character function: turn 

off the dot matrix character function 

Direction 

correction 

Is it possible to turn on the direction correction work and 

turn off the direction correction function 

Tilt 

correction 

Yes: Can the tilt correction work be turned on: can the tilt 

correction function be turned off? 

Stroke 

thickness 

Set the stroke thickness of the character font, which can be 

set to thin, medium and thick respectively. 

Output Success Success mark, when the recognition result of the character 
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is consistent with the preset character, displays Yes, 

otherwise it is No; 

Recognition 

Results 

Display the character recognition result of the detection 

area 

Confidence 

level 

Trusted process that currently recognizes each character 

Output 

Position 

The recognize character information 

 

1. Example: 

If you need to use the character recognition tool to recognize the characters in the area 

where the "0123ABC" character in the image is located in the image, the software 

setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Character Recognition 

1) Move the mouse focus to the "Input Image" field and click the right mouse key to 

select the image source that needs to be associated in the pop-up window. In this 

example, the image source that needs to be located is associated with the image task; 

2) Move the mouse focus to the "match" field and click the right mouse key to select 
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the coordinate information output by the coordinate transformation and positioning 

function that need to be associated in the pop-up window. This example is associated 

with the "match position" output by contour matching; 

3) Move the focus of the mouse to the "detection area" and click, select the 

appropriate ROI tool in the "ROI" toolbar according to the feature of the template 

image, and draw the required detection area range on the image. In this example, 

select the rectangular ROI tool as required to draw a green rectangular frame in the 

area where "0123ABC" is located in the image; 

4) Move the mouse focus to "single character" and click, select the appropriate ROI 

tool in the "ROI" toolbar according to the feature of the template image, draw the area 

range of the single character size on the "detection area", and select the green area 

where "0" in "0123ABC" of the rectangular tool ROI tool in the image as the 

detection orientation of this example according to the requirements; 

5) Move the mouse focus to "Font" and click to select the appropriate font according 

to the actual detection requirements. In this example, select the font "Printed 

(0-9A-Z)"; 

6) Move the mouse focus to "Character" and click to fill in the correct recognition 

result template according to the actual detection requirements. In this example, 

choose to fill in "0123ABC"; 

7) fill in appropriate "read line number", "polarity", "dot matrix character", "direction 

correction", "tilt correction" and "stroke thickness" according to actual detection 

requirements. It is recommended to fill in and select appropriate values according to 

actual detection requirements, which can improve recognition stability; 

8) Click the "Character Recognition 1. Training" key to complete the recognition 

result setting; 

9) Click the "character recognition 1. Run" key to run the algorithm module 

separately once to obtain the recognize character information; 

10）In the "Rename" field, this module can be renamed, which is helpful to 

understand the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, in this example, 

"Character Recognition" can be filled in. 

 

2、Note: 
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1) When drawing a single character area, it should be noted that the area size can only 

be slightly larger than the length and width of a single character; 

2) When draw that detection area, the area size can only be larger than all the 

character area by one character size area; 

3) It is suggested to try to switch font TEST when the font of the characters to be 

recognized cannot be determined. If the character information cannot be recognized 

after switching fonts, please contact our company and we will do our best to provide 

the required help. 

 

7.6. Character verification 
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8. Logic 

8.1. Script 

This module is used to write custom logical operations and mathematical operations: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Procedures Script Input Box 

Output or Input 

Port 

Relevant input and output modules parsed by 

scripts 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the output information setting method to realize determining 

parameter 2 according to the number of parameter 1, the following method is used: 

 

Figure: Script 
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1) Drag the script module into the algorithm flow, and enter: if Bol==3 then Num=4 

elseif Bol=4 then Num=6 else Num=8 end in the program column; 

2) Click the parse key, the software parses the variable Bol and Num according to the 

script, and associates the Bol with the required parameter to realize the syntax content 

in the script code; 

3) Click the Run key to execute the algorithm module alone once, and rename the 

algorithm in the Rename column. For example, in this example, the algorithm can be 

renamed as quantity statistics; 

 

2、Knowledge Expansion: 

1）Syntax introduction: reserved words. These reserved words cannot be used as 

constants or variables, or any other identifier. Nil, not, or, repeat, return, then, true, 

until, and while 

2) Operator an operator is a symbol that can be interpreted to perform specific 

mathematical or logical operations. Built-in operators and operators provide the 

following types: 

Arithmetic operators, relational operators, logical operators, other operators 

A. Arithmetic Operators the following table lists all arithmetic operators. Assuming 

variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20: 

 

B Relational Operators the following table lists all relational operators. Assuming 

variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20: 
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C. Logical Operators the following table lists all supported logical operators. Suppose 

variable A holds true and variable B holds false: 

 

D. other operator other operators include serie and length 

 

3、Operator Priority Operator Priority determines the grouping in the expression of 

the condition. This affects how an expression evaluates. Some operators take 

precedence over others; For example, multiplication operators have higher priority 
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than addition operations: for example, x = 7 + 3 * 2; Here x is assigned 13, not 20, 

because the operator * has a higher priority than +, so it is multiplied by 3*2 first and 

then 7 is added. Here operators with the highest priority appear at the top of the table 

and those with the lowest appear at the bottom. In an expression, the higher priority 

operator will first evaluate the assignment. 

 

 

3. Mathematical Functions 
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8.2. Branch 

The branch tool clips out the desired image area 

   
Parameters Description 

Input 
Expression 

Grammatical logical expressions used to fill in 

expressions; 

Output Success 
Success flag, the output of correlation logic operation 

result is yes, otherwise it is no; 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use branch to judge that number of spots in the detection area in 

the image, and judge whether the number of spots is greater than or equal to 4, if so, it 

is successful, otherwise it is failure 
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Figure: Branch 

1) Move the mouse focus to "Expression" and click, and enter expression A > = 4; 

2) Click Analyze 1. Analyze to obtain variable A and complete the analysis of the 

expression; 

3) Click the variable "A" and set the change type of "A" according to the actual 

situation. In this example, set the change type of the variable "A" to Number 

4) Move the mouse focus to the "A" field and click the right mouse key to select the 
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required associated data source in the pop-up window. The variable "A" required in 

this example is associated with the number of spots in the "Blotch Analysis" 

algorithm; 

5) Click Analysis 1. Run to complete branch result setting 

7）In the "Rename" field, you can rename the function of this algorithm and 

understand the purpose of using this algorithm. For example, you can rename it to: 

spot number judgment; 

 

2、Note: 

1) When defining variables in the expression column, attention should be paid to the 

fact that the variable name cannot conflict with the keyword provided by the software 

and the first character should be uppercase letters. When defining variables, it is 

recommended to use the letter combination associated with the parameters required 

for logical operations, which can be English abbreviation or pinyin combination; 

2) The expression support the logical operation of defining multiple variable at one 

time. Logical operations can also be performed among multiple variables, such as:

 

2）In the "True" and "False" parts, it is supported to place the required algorithm 

modules to perform different algorithm functions, such as calculation, IO output, etc. 

 

3、Knowledge Expansion: 

1) Operator: 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Logic operation rules: 

And: and operation is true only when they are both true, Or: or operation is false only 

Function Operator 

and and 

or or 

not not 
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when they are both false, not is inverse operation; 

With the operation truth table: or the operation truth table: 

 

8.3. Terminate the cycle 

A cycle body for terminate that cycle out of the cycle: 

 Parameters Description 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the List loop to screen out the center point of the first spot with a 

spot area greater than 3000, the software jumps out of the cycle, and the setting 

method in the software is as follows: 

A B A and B 

1 1 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 

A B A or B 

1 1 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

0 0 0 
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Figure: Terminating Cycle 

1) Add branch judgment in that cycle body, and temporarily storing spot center point 

information in the True branch by use a data set when the area is larger than 3000; 

2) The Break algorithm is adde to the True branch to jump out of the cycle body and 

terminate the cycle; 

3) Click the Stop Cycle Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename this example to: jump out of the 

cycle; 
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8.4. Call function 

Used to invoke the functions specified in the algorithm module in the algorithm tree: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Functions Specify the functionality in the algorithm to invoke 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the call function to empty the data content in the dataset before the 

List loop starts, set the following method in the software: 

 

Figure: Call Function 
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1) After the cycle is configured and the data set is collect, the calling function is 

added in the front section of the List loop; 

2) Right-click on the "Call Function"-"Function" option to select the dataset reset 

option to complete the configuration; 

3) Click the call function run key to run the algorithm separately once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the rename field, which is beneficial to understand the purpose 

of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm as: data empty; 

For counting function, each time the algorithm module is executed, the specified size 

value will be added to the current value: 

 

8.5. For loop 

Used to use the cycle function when there are multiple but determined amounts of 

data to be processed repeatedly: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Start Set the index at which the For loop starts executing, default to 0 

End For loop Execution Number 

Step Size Circular index increment 

Output 

Index Number of Cycle Body Execution 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

Cycle 
Cycle body, the software will cycle the program in the cycle 

body N times according to the amount of input data. 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the For loop, you will use contour matching to obtain 11 pin 

positions, then use the caliper tool to measure the width of each pin according to the 

matched pin positions, and then use the data set to collect the width value measured 

by each caliper tool. The setting method in the software is as follows: 
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Figure: For loop 

1) Add the For loop module into the algorithm tree, and setting the start position 0, the 

end position 10 and the step size 1; 

2) Add a data selection module in that circulation body to select the position 

information of the pins to be measure each time according to the circulation index, 

measuring the width of a single pin by using a caliper tool, and collecting the 

measured width value by using a data set; 

3) Click the For loop Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: measure the 

width of all pins; 
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8.6. Count 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 
Initial value The value at the beginning of the count defaults to 0 

Step Size Number for each increment, defaults to 1 

Output 
Quantity Final value after execution 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If statistical matching is required, the numerical software setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Count 

1) The count module is dragged into the True branch, and the initial value is set to 0 

and the step size is set to 1, so that the setting can be completed; 
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2) Click the Run key to execute the algorithm module alone once, and rename the 

algorithm in the Rename column, for example, the number can be renamed as OK in 

this example; 

3) Click the reset key to reset the algorithm module and restart the count; 

8.7. Delay 

It is used to set the delay time function. When the software executes the algorithm, it 

will wait for the set time before executing the algorithm module after the algorithm 

module: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Milliseconds Length of delay time in ms 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to delay 500ms after IO1 output, the setting method in the network port 

output software is as follows: 

  

Figure: Delay 
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1) The delay module is drag into the algorithm tree, and the required delay time 500 is 

input at the millisecond end; 

2) Click the Run key to execute the algorithm module alone once. You can rename the 

algorithm in the Rename column. For example, in this example, you can rename the 

algorithm with a delay of 500ms. 

 

8.8. Result judgment 

8.9. List loop 

Used to use the cycle function when there are multiple indeterminate amounts of data 

to be processed repeatedly: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 
Data Type 

Used to set the data type that will be used for sorting, 

Matching: Matching data information includes X, Y and angle; 

Point: Point data information includes X and Y coordinates; 

Line: The line data information includes the starting point X, 

Y, and the ending point X, Y 

Region: Region Information 

Input Data Will be used for circular data 

Output 

Index Number of Cycle Body Execution 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

Cycle 
Cycle body, the software will cycle the program in the cycle 

body N times according to the amount of input data. 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use List loop to collect the center coordinates of each spot 

obtained from spot analysis into the data set, the setting method in the software is as 

follows: 
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Figure: List loop 

1) The List loop module is adde to the algorithm tree, and the data type is set to a bit 

area; 

2) The input area is associate with the spot analysis output area, data selection is 

added in the circulation body to screen out the spot analysis obtained area according 

to the circulation index, spot feature analysis is used to analyze out the spot feature 

screened out each time, and data set is used to collect and input from the spot feature 

Out of the center point coordinates; 

3) Click the List loop Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: obtain all 

center point coordinates; 
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8.10 Module group 

It is used to classify some tools into a tool combination according to the 

implementation functions in multi-logic and multi-tools, making the algorithm 

process tree simpler and clearer: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Module Algorithm Tools Placement Group 

1、Example: 

If measurement-related tools need to be used to classify and use measurement 

algorithms, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

 

Figure: Module Group 

1) Add the module group to the algorithm flow tree; 

2) Drag the relevant measurement tools into the Module of the module group to 

complete the classification function. As shown in the figure, the software will execute 

from bottom to bottom according to the tool sequence; 
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8.11. Multi-branch judgment 

8.12. Build string 

Used to combine strings in the specified format: 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to output the matched position to the network interface software 

according to Star: X value, Y value and End format, the setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Building String 

1) Input the first character: Star in the prefix as required; 
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2) Enter the end character: End in the suffix; 

3) Enter "," in English status in the separator column; 

4) Click the "string. Add" key with the mouse to add two data input ports, and select 

the input data type according to the actual situation; 

5) Click the Run key to run the algorithm module separately once, and you can see 

whether the combined result meets the requirements in the result output column; 

 

8.13. String splitting 

Used to define variable data in algorithms: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Prefix The first character of the string used to define 

Suffix A character that defines the end of a character 

Input Data String input to be used for splitting 

Output Split the 

resulting data 

The output splits to obtain data information, and you can 

click Add to add the output terminal 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use data string splitting, the setting method in the string Data split 

software received by the camera through the network port is as follows: 
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Figure: String Splitting 

1) Associate that input data output end of the network port with the output data in the 

algorithm; 

2) According to that number of character in the input string, clicking the "string 
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splitting and adding" key to add the splitting and obtain a data output port for 

outputting data; 

3) Click the String Split Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename it as: network port Data split; 
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9. Data Processing 

9.1. Global variables 

9.2. Data set 

Used to collect and store data information: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Used to set the type of data to be collected, 

Character: String information 

Point: Point data information; 

Line: Line data information 

Region: regional information; 

Picture: Picture Information 

Input Data Input of data to be collected 

Method 
Add: that is, add new information after existing information; 

Assignment: only the current data is saved 

Output 
Output Data Data information after collection is completed 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use the data set function to collect and combine the spot center 

information obtained from spot analysis into a new data information software, the 

setting method is as follows: 
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Figure: Data Set 

1) Add a List loop to the algorithm flow tree, and add data selection and spot feature 

functions to the cycle; 

2) Add a data set in that algorithm tree, setting the data type as a point, and associate 

the spot feature output center point with the input point; 

3) Set the data set method as additional according to requirement; 

4) Click the Data Set Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: spot center 

coordinates; 

 

9.3. Data Merge 

Used to convert the format of data (numbers, dots, lines, matches) defined by this 

software into strings: 
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Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Select the target data type to be converted, and the data 

format information commonly used by this software: 

Number: Data format commonly used in mathematical 

operations; 

Point: It is often used to find algorithms related to points, 

such as point-to-point distance, point-to-line distance, etc. 

Line: It is often used to obtain algorithms related to points, 

such as point-to-line, angle measurement, line-to-line 

distance, etc. 

Matching: position information includes X, Y and angle 

information data 

Enter 

Information 

Information to be used for the transformation; 

Output Output String Data information corresponding to the input data type after 

conversion 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the data merge function software, the setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Data Merge 
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1) Select “Point” as the data type; 

2) The data input X is split with the data to obtain X association, and the Y is split 

with the data to obtain Y association; 

3）Click the Data Merge Run key to run the algorithm alone once to obtain the 

matching center point information, and rename the algorithm module in the Rename 

field, which is helpful to understand the purpose of using the algorithm: for example, 

rename it to: center point coordinates. 

 

9.4. Data arrangement 

9.5. Data selection 

Used to filter input data by data sequence number: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Used to set the data type that will be used for sorting, 

Matching: Matching data information includes X, Y and 

angle; 

Point: Point data information includes X and Y coordinates; 

Line: The line data information includes the starting point X, 

Y, and the ending point X, Y 

Region: Region Information 

Input Data Data to be used for selection 

Serial 

Number 

Data Sequence Number 

Output Output Data Filtered data 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the DataSort function to sort the spots obtained from spot analysis 

from small to large according to the Y-axis direction, the setting method in the 

software is as follows: 
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Figure: Data Selection 

1) Add the DataSort module to the algorithm tree to sort the spot output area 

according to the requirement; 

2) Add the data selection module into the algorithm tree, setting the data type as a 

region, associate the input region with the output region after the DataSort is 

completed, and setting the serial number as 0; 

3) Click the data selection run key to run the algorithm separately once, and rename 

the algorithm module in the rename field, which is beneficial to understand the 
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purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: the first spot; 

 

9.6. Data setting 

Used to define variable data in algorithms: 

 Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Name 
Used to define variable names. Multiple variables are 

separated by English "," 

Defined 

variable name 

After the variable name defined in the data name is 

resolved, the variable name can be set with data types: 

Number, String and Boolean; 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the data setting module to define the setting method in the two 

variable software as follows: 

 

Figure: Data Setting 
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1) Enter the variable name in the data name, such as "Fdata, Sdata" in this example; 

2) Click “Data Setting Resolution” to resolve the variable name; 

3) The data type can be set for the variable in the analyzed variable name; 

4) Click the Data Setting Run key to run the algorithm separately once, and rename 

the algorithm module in the Rename field, which is helpful to understand the purpose 

of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm as: Define Variables 

 

9.7. DataSort 

Used to sort the input data according to the set specifications: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Used to set the data type that will be used for sorting, 

Matching: Matching data information includes X, Y and 

angle; 

Point: Point data information includes X and Y coordinates; 

Region: Region Information 

Input Data Data input to be used for sorting 

Sort by 
Y: Y axis direction 

X: X axis direction 

Sequence 

From small to large: from small to large according to the 

designated direction 

From Big to Small: From Big to Small in a Specified 

Direction 

Grid 

tolerance 

Used to set that when sorting by sorting method, if the values 

of two adjacent regions differ by plus or minus grid tolerance 

pixels, they will be treated as equal. Software sorts by data of 

the other axis. 

Output Output Data Output data after sorting 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the DataSort function to sort the spots obtained by spot analysis 
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from small to large according to the Y-axis direction, the setting method in the 

software is as follows: 

 

Figure: DataSort 

1) Dragging the DataSort module into the algorithm tree, and setting the data type to 

be used for DataSort as an area; 
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2) The input region is associate with the speckle analysis output region 

3) Set the sort mode and sequence according to the requirement; 

4) Click the DataSort Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: spot sorting; 

 

2、Knowledge Expansion: 

1) Mesh tolerance understanding: 

 

As shown in the above figure, the two red areas are close in the direction of Y 

difference, and the right circle Y is slightly smaller than the left circle. When sorting 

by Y, the right circle is arranged in front of the left circle. When the grid tolerance is 

set to a certain value, the software will consider the upper area as two areas with the 

same height, and sort the upper area according to the X axis. 

 

9.8. Data split 

Used to split the data string obtained by the algorithm module: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Data Type 

Used to set the data type to be used for splitting, 

Matching: Matching data information includes X, Y and 

angle; 

Point: Point data information includes X and Y 
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coordinates; 

Line: line data information includes starting point X, 

starting point Y, ending point X and ending point Y 

Input Data Input data information for splitting 

Multiply The parsed data is left with the specified coefficient 

Output Split the 

resulting data 

Output the data information obtained by splitting 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use Data split, the setting method in the position information 

splitting software obtained by the matching module is as follows: 

 

Figure: Data split 
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1) Dragging the Data split module into the algorithm tree, and setting the data type to 

be used for Data split as matching; 

2) Matching value obtained by contour matching is associated with input matching in 

Data split; 

3) Click the Data Split Run key to run the algorithm alone once, and rename the 

algorithm module in the Rename field, which is beneficial to understanding the 

purpose of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: match the 

coordinates of the center point; 

 

9.9. DataString 

Used to convert the format of data (numbers, dots, lines, matches) defined by this 

software into strings: 

 Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Select the target data type to be converted, and the data 

format information commonly used by this software: 

Number: Data format commonly used in mathematical 

operations; 

Point: It is often used to find algorithms related to points, 

such as point-to-point distance, point-to-line distance, etc. 

Line: It is often used to obtain algorithms related to points, 

such as point-to-line, angle measurement, line-to-line 

distance, etc. 

Matching: position information includes X, Y and angle 

information data 

Enter 

Information 

Information to be used for the transformation; 

Output Output String String information corresponding to the input data type 

after conversion 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 
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If you need to use the data-to-character function to convert the center point of the 

circle into a string, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

 

Figure: DataString 

1) Select “Point” as the data type; 

2) Associate that output end of the circle measurement midpoint with the input point; 

3) Output character string character, i. e. the circle measurement center point 

character data convert by the algorithm module; 

4) Click the data conversion run key to run the algorithm separately once, and rename 

the algorithm module in the rename field, which is helpful to understand the purpose 

of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: center point character 
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9.10. StringData 

Use to convert the specified characters into software-defined data (number, dot, line, 

match) format: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Data Type 

Select the target data type to be converted, and the data format 

information commonly used by this software: 

Number: Data format commonly used in mathematical 

operations; 

Point: It is often used to find algorithms related to points, such 

as point-to-point distance, point-to-line distance, etc. 

Line: It is often used to obtain algorithms related to points, 

such as point-to-line, angle measurement, line-to-line 

distance, etc. 

Matching: position information includes X, Y and angle 

information data 

Input 

String 

The string information to be used for the conversion; 

Output Output 

Data 

The output terminal is converted into a desired data format 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use the string to data function to extract the re-coordinates 

obtained by positioning to form a new point information software, the setting method 

is as follows: 
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Figure: StringData 

1) The match information is split into X, Y and angles by use the Data split function, 

and the X, Y coordinates and English state "," are constructed into new character 

strings by using the construction character strings; 

2) Selete a "point" in that "data type" of the character string transfer data, and 

associating the output character of the construct character string with the input 

character string; 

3) Outputting the point field to output the converted point information, i.e. Converting 

the character format data into the point data format in the software; 

4) Click the data conversion run key to run the algorithm separately once, and rename 

the algorithm module in the rename field, which is helpful to understand the purpose 

of using the algorithm: for example, rename the algorithm to: center point coordinate 
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10. Communications 

10.1. CAN output 

10.2. IO Input 

For detecting the status of the camera control panel IO input port: 

 
Parameters Description 

Output 

Current 

Status 

Convert the input state of IO port to decimal system 

Input-1 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-2 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-3 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-4 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-5 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-6 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-7 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Input-8 
Yes: that is, the port detects the input signal;No: No signal is 

detected on the port 

Success Flag of successful operation of this algorithm module 

1、Example: 

For example, when the camera board X1 is externally input with a high level signal, 

the software detects the following effects: 
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Figure: IO Input 

1）Drag the IO output module into the algorithm flow and run the camera to detect 

the IO input state; 

 

2、Note: 

1）The current state in the IO input will convert the IO port state to decimal 

representation, and the conversion relationship is as follows: 

Input-1 

(X1) 

Input-2 

(X2) 

Input-3 

(X3) 

Input-4 

(X4) 

Input-5 

(X5) 

Input-6 

(X6) 

Input-7 

(X7) 

Input-8 

(X8) 
Status 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 

~ 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 255 

 

10.3. IO output 

Used to make the camera's own IO board output a signal: 

 
Parameters Description 
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Input 

Channel Set the IO port to be output 

Polarity 0: output low;1: Output high; 

Delay That is, high level or low level hold time; 

Output Success Flag of successful operation of this algorithm module 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to make the IO port 1 of the camera board output a high signal when 

the branch result is True, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

1) Drag the IO output module into the True branch; 

2) Arrange a channel 1 in that channel; 

3) Set 1 in that polarity; 

4) Set the delay time in the delay; 

5) Click the Run key to run the module separately once; 

6) In the Rename field, this module can be renamed, as in this example, it can be 

renamed to OK output. 

 

Figure: IO Output 

2、Note: 

1) The IO output port of the camera supports high and low level modes, and the 

switching method is as follows: select in the camera setting-> parameter setting IO 
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output mode , the output indicator light of the high level 

output control board is blue, and the low level is red; 

 

10.4. DST coordinate output 

10.5. Network port input 

The Internet port input is use for that camera to receive the data sent by the external 

device through the Internet port based on the TCPIP protocol 

 
Parameters Description 

Output 

Data 
The network port receives the data sent by the external 

device 

Success 
Display "Yes" as Send Successful, otherwise Send 

Successful 

A． Before using this function, the camera and the communication device shall be 

connected to the gigabit network switch as required. The software shall complete 

the communication environment setting according to the following steps: 

a. When the camera is used as a server and the host computer communicating with 

the camera needs to be used as a client, the camera end setting method is as follows: 

1) Set ip and port number of the camera which is required to monitor as the server on 

the host computer which is to be used as the client, and open the monitoring function, 

and after completing the construction of the communication environment, all 

currently opened monitoring device information can be seen in the information 

window of the camera connecting the client; 

2) Whether TEST can communicate successfully in this window after completing the 

construction of communication environment; 

B. When the camera is used as a client and the host computer communicating with the 

camera needs to be used as a server, the camera terminal setting method: 

1) Click Reset to set the host IP and port number 
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as the server in the pop-up window, and then click OK 

2) Click the "Enable Client" option to open the camera customer service 

function; 

3) Whether TEST can communicate successfully in this window after completing the 

construction of communication environment; 

 

1、 Example: 

If you need to use the network port input function to receive data sent to the camera 

by external devices, the software configuration method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Communication Server Setting 
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Figure: Network Port Input 

1) Add a network port input module in the algorithm tree, and running software can 

see the data string information received by the camera; 

2) The character string information receive by the network port can be split by using 

the character string splitting function, and the required information can be extracted; 

When the following external devices that use the network interface debugging 

assistant to simulate the required communication are used as clients, it can be seen in 

the sending area that the received data is consistent with the received data at the 

camera end: 
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Figure: TCP Client 

When the following external devices used by the network interface debugging 

assistant to simulate the required communication are used as servers, it can be seen in 

the sending area that the received data is consistent with the received data at the 

camera end: 
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Figure: TCP Server 

 

2、 Knowledge Expansion: 

1) Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol is the most basic protocol of the 

Internet and the foundation of the Internet. It consists of IP protocol in the network 

layer and TCP protocol in the transport layer. TCP/IP defines standards for how 

electronic devices connect to the Internet and how data is transmitted between them. 

The protocol adopts a 4-layer hierarchical structure, and each layer calls the protocol 

provided by its next layer to fulfill its own requirements. Generally speaking, TCP is 

responsible for finding transmission problems and sending out signals as soon as there 

is a problem, requesting retransmission until all data is safely and correctly 

transmitted to the destination. IP is to specify an address for each networking device 

on the Internet. 

2) Basic principles. To realize TCP communication between the two devices, the 

connection must be established first. Here, we should mention the server side and the 
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client side. The difference between the two is the relationship between active and 

passive. To establish a connection under TCPIP, there must first be a server, which is 

passive. It can only wait for others to establish a connection with it, and it will not 

actively connect itself. How can the client connect to it? Here are two things, IP 

address and port number. Generally speaking, you visit someone and know that his 

address is Building 2, No.1 Street. This is IP address, so how can you distinguish so 

many house numbers in Building 1, eh! The house number is the port (mentioned here, 

when we visit the web page, it is also the IP address and port number, and the default 

port number of IE is 80). A single server can accept connections from multiple clients, 

However, a client can only connect to one server. After connection, the server 

automatically divides the memory area to allocate the communication of each client. 

So, how to distinguish so many client servers? You may say, according to IP, it is not 

a very complete and simple example. How can you distinguish servers when you open 

3 QQ on one computer? Therefore, it is precisely IP and port number, but the port 

number of the client is not determined by yourself, but is automatically assigned by 

the computer, otherwise there will be port conflicts. 
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10.6. Network port output 

Network port output is to send data out through the network port. 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Method 

Specification: Sends data to the host of the specified IP 

address to listen to the camera for reception; 

Broadcast: Send data to the hosts of all monitoring cameras for 

reception; 

Address 
When set to specified, the input port will be added to set the IP 

address of the host of the specified monitoring camera; 

Data Data to be sent out 

Output Success Display "Yes" as Send Successful, otherwise Send Successful 

A. Before using this function, the camera and the communication device shall be 

connected to the gigabit network switch as required. The software shall complete the 

communication environment setting according to the following steps: 

A. When the camera is used as a server and the host computer communicating with 

the camera needs to be used as a client, the camera end setting method: 

 

Figure: Communication Client Setting 
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1) Set ip and port number of the camera which is required to monitor as the server on 

the host computer which is to be used as the client, and open the monitoring function, 

and after completing the construction of the communication environment, all 

currently opened monitoring device information can be seen in the information 

window of the camera connecting the client; 

2) Whether TEST can communicate successfully in this window after completing the 

construction of communication environment; 

b. When the camera is used as a client and the host computer communicating with 

the camera needs to be used as a server, the camera end setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Communication Server Setting 

1）Click the Reset key to set the host IP and port number as the server in the pop-up 

window , and then click Apply 

2) Click the "Enable Client" option to open the camera customer service 

function; 

3) Whether TEST can communicate successfully in this window after completing the 
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construction of communication environment; 

1. Example: 

If you want to use the network port output tool, you usually need to use the build 

string to combine the communication data format required by the peripheral first. 

If the external device needs to receive the string information read by the camera using 

OCR tool, the data format required to be sent is: result: + recognition result, and the 

software configuration method is as follows: 

1) Construct character string function to construct required character information; 

2) Associate that output result of the constructed character with the data of the 

"network port output" to complete the configuration of the network port output; 

When the following external devices that use the network interface debugging 

assistant to simulate the required communication are used as clients, it can be seen in 

the receiving area that the received data is consistent with the data sent by the camera 

end: 

 

Figure: Character Recognition 
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Figure: TCP Client 

When the following external devices used by the network interface debugging 

assistant to simulate the required communication are used as servers, it can be seen in 

the receiving area that the received data is consistent with the data sent by the camera 

end: 
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Figure: TCP Server 

2. Knowledge Expansion: 

1）Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, also known as Network 

Communication Protocol, is the most basic protocol of the Internet and the foundation 

of the Internet. It consists of IP protocol in the network layer and TCP protocol in the 

transport layer. TCP/IP defines standards for how electronic devices connect to the 

Internet and how data is transmitted between them. The protocol adopts a 4-layer 

hierarchical structure, and each layer calls the protocol provided by its next layer to 

fulfill its own requirements. 

2）Generally speaking, TCP is responsible for detecting transmission problems and 

sending out signals to request retransmission as soon as there is a problem until all 

data is safely and correctly transmitted to the destination. IP is to specify an address 

for each networking device on the Internet.  

3) Basic principles. To realize TCP communication between the two devices, the 

connection must be established first. Here, we should mention the server side and the 
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client side. The difference between the two is the relationship between active and 

passive. To establish a connection under TCPIP, there must first be a server, which is 

passive. It can only wait for others to establish a connection with it, and it will not 

actively connect itself. How can the client connect to it? Here are two things, IP 

address and port number. Generally speaking, you visit someone and know that his 

address is Building 2, No.1 Street. This is IP address, so how can you distinguish so 

many house numbers in Building 1, eh! The house number is the port (mentioned here, 

when we visit the web page, it is also the IP address and port number, and the default 

port number of IE is 80). A single server can accept connections from multiple clients, 

However, a client can only connect to one server. After connection, the server 

automatically divides the memory area to allocate the communication of each client. 

So, how to distinguish so many client servers? You may say, according to IP, it is not 

a very complete and simple example. How can you distinguish servers when you open 

3 QQ on one computer? Therefore, it is precisely IP and port number, but the port 

number of the client is not determined by yourself, but is automatically assigned by 

the computer, otherwise there will be port conflicts. 
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10.7 Modbus 

10.8. Send message 

Used for sending the data message generated by the camera working at the customer 

service end to the camera working at the server end state: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Address 

The IP of the camera that needs to receive the 

message is the server-side camera address, which is 

the port number. 

Authentication Header Communication Header Character 

Data Data to be sent 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the message sending function to realize the dual camera 

communication function, the software setting method is as follows: 

1) Before performing the wait message operation, the following communication 

environment configuration needs to be performed 

A. Set camera 2 as the client as shown in the following figure. Click Reset in 

"Camera Setting", "Communication Setting" and "Communication Client Setting", 

and enter the IP address and port of camera 1 as the server. For example, set it to 

192.168. 65.1 and port number 54001 in this example: 
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Figure: Communication Client Setting 

B． The connection client information in Camera Setting, Communication Setting and 

Communication Server TEST in Camera 1 as a server can check whether the 

camera 2 has been successfully connected. 

    

Figure: Communication Server Setting 

2) The sending message operation is completed by adding the sending message 
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module to the camera 2 as the client and inputting the IP, the port number and the 

associated required sending character information of the server to the sending 

message module 

 

Figure: Sending Message 

3) Add a waiting message module to the camera 1 serving as a server and set the IP of 

the camera 2 to be received, i.e. the timeout setting, as shown in the following figure, 

to complete the setting of receiving the message sent by the camera 1 serving as a 

client 

 

Figure: Receiving Message 
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10.9. Serial port input 

The serial port input tool will accept data from other devices 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Data Import the received data 

Output Success 
Display as Yes for successful import, otherwise there is no 

import 

A. Before using this function, relevant interface connections shall be completed as 

required, and the software shall complete the communication environment setting 

according to the following steps: 

 

Figure: Serial Port Setting 

A. Set the port number to ttymxc2; 

B. Set the baud rate, data bit, stop bit and check bit parameters of the external device 

to be consistent with the camera end; 

C. Click the "Open" key to complete the initial configuration of communication; 

1. Example: 

For example, the camera needs to receive data sent by external devices, and the data 

format is ABC: X: 110, Y: 120; End: 

1) Drag the serial port input module into the algorithm flow tree; 

2) Click the "serial port input run" key to run the algorithm module separately once to 
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obtain input information; 

 

Figure: Serial Port Input 

The following external devices that use the serial port debugging assistant to simulate 

the required communication can be seen in the transmission area that the transmitted 

data is consistent with the data received at the camera end: 

 

Figure: Serial Port Debugging Assistant 
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2. Knowledge Expansion: 

In order to control the output of image processing results and control the vision 

system through PC or PLC, one of the communication means adopted is RS-232C 

communication. 

A) Definition of RS-232C: The serial communication standard RS-232C is one of the 

serial modes and is widely used for communication between computers (PLC) and 

peripheral devices such as sensors. As the same serial method, computers are 

generally equipped with USB. RS-232C is short for "Recommended Standard 232 

version C". It is a communication standard for transmitting digital signals. 

Standardized by the American Electronics Industry Association (EIA). The highest 

communication speed can reach 115.2 kbps. There are two ways to transmit digital 

signals: parallel mode and serial mode. The former uses multiple lines to transmit 

8-bit or 16-bit data at a time. The latter uses two lines to transmit and receive at a 

speed of 1 bit at a time. Therefore, the parallel mode is much faster in terms of 

communication speed. However, the parallel mode has the problem of complicated 

wiring. Although the communication speed of the other serial mode is slower than 

that of the parallel mode, it has the advantage of simple wiring. At present, parallel 

mode is usually used for signal transmission in devices such as computers, while 

serial mode is used for signal transmission between devices. 

 

Figure: RS-232C Terminal Pins 

 

B) Communication specifications 

C) RS-232C Communication Connection Line RS-232C Communication Connection 

Line has two types: straight-through type and cross type. Usually, the computer (PLC) 

is connected to peripheral devices (including sensors) in a straight-through type. In 

addition, the cross type is usually used for the connection between computers. The 

general identification method of connecting wires is as follows. The connectors at 

both ends are straight-through type when they are in a "male-to-female" state, and 
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cross type when they are in a "female-to-female" state. In addition, the maximum 

length of RS-232C communication connection line is 15 m. 

D) Baud rate and bps Baud rate and bps (bits per second) are units that represent the 

transmission of digital signals. But baud rate is not equal to bps. Baud rate indicates 

how many times a modem and the like can modulate and demodulate a digital signal 

in one second. In contrast, bps represents the semaphore that can be transmitted 

within 1 second. When it comes to communication speed, bps is the correct 

expression. For example, a modem can modulate and demodulate 2400 digital signals 

per second and transmit 2-bit signals every time, then the baud rate is 2400 and the 

communication speed is 4800bps. 

E) For RS-232C communication, output signals in the following order: start bit, data 

bit, parity bit and stop bit. This step can send a signal of 1 byte. 

 

Figure: RS-232C Communication 

 

Figure: RS-232C Output Signal 

 

10.10. Serial port output 

Serial port output tool is to send out the data 
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Figure: Serial Port Setting 

 

Parameters Description 

Input 
Data Associate the data to be sent 

Method It is divided into module data and custom data 

Output Success 
"Yes" is displayed as a successful export, otherwise 

there is no export. " 

A. Before using this function, relevant interface connections shall be completed as 

required. The software shall complete the communication environment setting 

according to the following steps: 

A) Set the port number to COM4; 

B) Baud rate, data bits, stop bits and check bits, consistent with all communication 

device; 

C) Click the "Open" key to complete the initial configuration of the communication; 

 

1. Example: 

If you need to use serial port output tools, you usually need to use the construction 

string to combine the communication data format required by the peripheral. 

If the external device needs to receive the X and Y values of the camera positioning 

output results, the command format is required to be Start: X: data1, Y: data2; End, 
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the software configuration method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Serial Port Output 

1) Use the "Data split" module to split the matching values obtained by the 

positioning module to obtain the required X and Y values; 

2) Use the "build string" module to construct the require data format according to the 

requirements; 

3) Associate the output result of the constructed character with the data of the "serial 

port output" to complete the serial port output; 

The following external devices that use the serial port debugging assistant to simulate 

the required communication can be seen in the receiving area that the received data is 

consistent with the data sent by the camera side: 
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Figure: Serial Port Debugging Assistant 

2. Knowledge Expansion: 

In order to control the output of image processing results and control the vision 

system through PC or PLC, one of the communication means adopted is RS-232C 

communication. 

1) Definition of RS-232C: The serial communication standard RS-232C is one of the 

serial modes and is widely used for communication between computers (PLC) and 

peripheral devices such as sensors. As the same serial method, computers are 

generally equipped with USB. RS-232C is short for "Recommended Standard 232 

version C". It is a communication standard for transmitting digital signals. 

Standardized by the American Electronics Industry Association (EIA). The highest 

communication speed can reach 115.2 kbps. There are two ways to transmit digital 

signals: parallel mode and serial mode. The former uses multiple lines to transmit 

8-bit or 16-bit data at a time. The latter uses two lines to transmit and receive at a 

speed of 1 bit at a time. Therefore, the parallel mode is much faster in terms of 

communication speed. However, the parallel mode has the problem of complicated 

wiring. Although the communication speed of the other serial mode is slower than 

that of the parallel mode, it has the advantage of simple wiring. At present, parallel 

mode is usually used for signal transmission in devices such as computers, while 
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serial mode is used for signal transmission between devices. 

 

Figure: RS-232C Terminal Pins 

2) Communication Specifications 

 

Figure: RS-232C Communication 

3）RS-232C Communication Connection Line RS-232C Communication Connection 

Line has two types: straight-through type and cross type. Usually, the computer (PLC) 

is connected to peripheral devices (including sensors) in a straight-through type. In 

addition, the cross type is usually used for the connection between computers. The 

general identification method of connecting wires is as follows. The connectors at 

both ends are straight-through type when they are in a "male-to-female" state, and 

cross type when they are in a "female-to-female" state. In addition, the maximum 

length of RS-232C communication connection line is 15 m. 

4）Baud rate and bps baud rate and bps (bits per second) are units that represent the 

transmission of digital signals. But baud rate is not equal to bps. Baud rate indicates 

how many times a modem and the like can modulate and demodulate a digital signal 

in one second. In contrast, bps represents the semaphore that can be transmitted 

within 1 second. When it comes to communication speed, bps is the correct 

expression. For example, a modem can modulate and demodulate 2400 digital signals 

per second and transmit 2-bit signals every time, then the baud rate is 2400 and the 

communication speed is 4800bps. 

5) For RS-232C communication, output signals in the following order, namely start 

bit, data bit, parity bit and stop bit. This step can send a signal of 1 byte. 
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10.11. Waiting for message 

The camera for which the camera is operating in the server state receives a message 

from another camera as a client: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Address 
Waiting for the IP of the camera that needs to send a 

message 

Authentication Header Communication Header Character 

Timeout 
The timeout setting is the maximum amount of time the 

software waits 

Output 
Data Character data received 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the waiting message function to realize the dual camera 

communication function, the software setting method is as follows: 

1） Before performing the wait message operation, the following communication 

environment configuration needs to be performed 

A. Set camera 2 as the client as shown in the following figure. Click Reset in 

"Camera Setting", "Communication Setting" and "Communication Client Setting" to 

enter the IP address and port of camera 1 as the server. For example, set it to 

192.168.65.1 and port number 54001in this example: 

 

Figure: RS-232C Output Signal 
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Figure: Communication Server Setting 

            

Figure: Communication Client Setting 

B. In the camera 1 serving as a server, the connection client information in "Camera 

Setting" "Communication Setting"  "Communication Server TEST" can be used 

to check whether the camera 2 has been successfully connected. 
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Figure: Communication Client Setting 

C. Add a sending message module and associated character information required to be 

sent to the camera 2 as the client side。 

      Figure:Sending Message 

2) Add a waiting message module to the camera 1 serving as a server and setting the 

IP of the camera 2 to be received, i.e. the timeout setting, as shown in the following 
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figure, to complete the setting of receiving the message sent by the camera 1 serving 

as a client 

 

Figure: Waiting for Message 
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11. Device Control 

11.1. Camera setting 

The function of this module is used to reset camera parameters during the operation of 

the algorithm. 

     
Parameters Description 

Input 

Expose 

Time 

Adjust exposure time in us 

Gain Adjust gain size 

Output Success 
Display "Yes" as a successful setting, otherwise the setting 

failed 

1、Example: 

If you need to use that camera setup software to set the follow 

 

Figure: Camera Setting 

1) Modify the exposure time, but on the premise of exposure, increasing the exposure 

time can increase the signal-to-noise ratio and make the image clear. For very weak 

signals, the exposure cannot be increased indefinitely, because with the increase of 

exposure time, noise will accumulate; 
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2) The size of the gain is modify, and the imaging quality of the image is different 

when the industrial camera has different gain, the smaller the gain, the smaller the 

noise, and the clearer the image; the larger the gain, the more the noise, especially in 

the dark, the gain is generally only used under the condition that the signal is weak 

but the exposure time is not increased; 

3) Click 'Camera Setting: Run' once to execute the algorithm module once 

 

11.2. Camera trigger 

The algorithm function is used to trigger the use of the camera when the camera 

working state is switched to the communication trigger 

    
Parameters Description 

Input Picture Camera Triggers Picture Acquisition 

Output Success 
Display as Yes for successful import, otherwise 

there is no import 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the camera to switch to IO rising edge communication trigger 

operation, the software setting are as follows 

A. The software needs to be configured to communicate trigger mode first: 

a. Switch to "Communication Triggering Work" in "Camera Setting"-> "Parameter 

Setting"-> "Basic Parameters"-> "Camera OperationMode"->

 

B. The required trigger mode can be set in "Camera Setting"-> "Comprehensive 

Setting"-> This camera supports "IO Input Trigger", "Serial Port Trigger", "Network 

Trigger" and Modbus Trigger "; 

B After the above communication trigger environment is set completely, the algorithm 

module is configured as follows: 

a. Triggering events in "Algorithm Edit"-> "Image Task" are cut into the required 

trigger mode. For example, IO rising edge mode configuration method is adopted in 
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this example:  

B. After the above communication trigger configuration is completed, a "camera 

trigger" module is added to the algorithm, and the camera works when the 

communication is triggered, that is, when a trigger event occurs, the camera works, 

and in this example, when the IO port 2 has a rising edge signal, the camera works 

once; 

 

Figure: Camera Triggers 

1) Image output end when camera communication is trigger; 

2) Click 'Camera Trigger: Run' once to execute the algorithm module once; 

 

2、Note: 

1）This camera supports "IO Input Trigger", "Serial Port Trigger", "Network Trigger" 

and Modbus Trigger ", which can be switched in" Trigger Event "in image tasks as 

required. 

2) When communication triggering is required, corresponding triggering conditions 

shall be set according to requirements, such as IO port and port polarity or serial port  

network instructions are consistent. 
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11.3. Calibration setting 

11.4. Device information 

Used to read the date, time, IP and chip model information of the current camera. 

 Parameters Description 

Output 

Date Current time date inside the camera 

Time Current time inside the camera 

IP Camera IP Address 

Model Camera Chip Model 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to read the camera confidence software in the software, the setting 

method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Device Information 
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1) The device confidence is dragged into the algorithm tree, and click the Run key to 

give the camera date, time, IP and chip model information; 

2) The algorithm can be renamed in the Rename column, as in this example, it can be 

renamed to read camera confidence. 

 

11.5. File collection 

Used to collect pictures in the specified folder: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input File Path 
The path of the file where the picture to be collected is 

located. 

Output 
Picture Acquired to the picture output end 

Success Output in pixels, output the distance between edges 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the file collection tool to import the files saved in C:\ Users\ 19242\ 

Desktop\ 1 into the software, the setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: File Collection 

1) Move the mouse focus to the "File Path" column, and fill the path of the required 

collected pictures into the path field. In this example, fill in: 
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“C:\Users\19242\Desktop\1” to collect the pictures in this folder into the software, 

and the software can read one picture at a time when running. 

 

11.6. Reference drawing 

Used to save the current image as a reference map, which is easy to call at other 

subsequent locations: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input Input Image 
The picture input port that needs to be saved as a 

reference map 

Output 
Output Image Output a reference diagram stored in the software 

Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If you need to use the reference map function to set the current image as a reference 

map, the setting method in the software is as follows: 

 

Figure: Reference Figure 

1) The reference graph is adde to the algorithm flow tree, and the right click of the 

mouse moving to the input graph is associate with the reference image to be saved, 

such as the image output image of the image task in this example; 
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2) Click “Save Reference Map” to set the current image as a reference map; 

3) Click “Run Reference Drawing” to output the current reference drawing; 

4) The algorithm can be renamed in the Rename column. For example, in this 

example, the algorithm can be renamed as: refer to the figure 

 

11.7. Save data 

Used to save the specified data information to the camera's own database: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 
Keyword 

It is used to set the primary key of the data to be saved, that is, 

the first character of the column. 

Data Data to be saved; 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 

If it is necessary to use the software setting method to save the X, Y and angle 

information obtained by positioning into the data as follows: 

1) Drag the constructed character storage module into the algorithm tree, correlate the 

required stored data to the corresponding input end, and taking the English state "and" 

as the separator; 

2) The save data is dragged into the algorithm tree, the database primary key, i. E. The 

first character of the column, is input into the keyword, and the English state "and" 

are used as the separator, and the number of keywords must be consistent with the 

number of the data to be saved, otherwise the data cannot be successfully saved; 

3) Click the save data key to execute the module once. In the rename column, the 

module can be renamed to facilitate understand the purpose of using the module. For 

example, in this example, the module can be renamed as: save positioning 

coordinates; 
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Figure: Save Data 

11.8. Save image 

Used to save the current image to the specified path: 

 
Parameters Description 

Input 

Input Image 
The path of the file where the picture to be collected is 

located. 

Save Location 

Client: Save the image to the PC disk on which the 

client is runningCamera: Save the image to the camera's 

internal memory; 

Save Type 

OK: Save to OK Folder 

Path:\\IntelligentCameraPlatforms-x64\IntelligentCame

ra\camera\imageSaved\ 

NG: Save to NG Folder 

Path:\\IntelligentCameraPlatforms-x64\IntelligentCame

ra\camera\imageSaved\ 

Output Success The algorithm module executes a successful flag 

1、Example: 
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If you need to use the Save Image function to save the location matching failure 

image to the local software, the setting method is as follows: 

 

Figure: Save Image 

1) The save image module is dragged into the false branch, and the mouse is move to 

the right key of the input image to be associated with the image to be saved, as in this 

example, it is associated with the output image of the image task; 

2) Select "client" in that save location; 

3) Select "NG" option for saving type; 

4) The algorithm can be renamed in the Rename column, for example, it can be 

renamed as NG image saving in this example 

 

2、Note: 

1) Because of that limit storage space provided by the camera, the upper limit of the 

default storage image quantity of the camera is 20, and the method for modifying the 

storage quantity is to modify the quantity in the maximum storage quantity of the 

camera setting parameter setting global setting picture,  

It is not recommended to save the image to the camera's internal memory. It is 

recommended that when there is also a need to save the image to the client, an 

industrial control computer needs to be added to run the client. 
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